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t #1 . Through space travel man will discover many new things

a he universe 8

Experience A:

Experience B:

Discovering that educated guesses cannot be
substituted for exact knowledge 8

Finding out that no one knows some of the answers
to questions about the universe' eo. OOOOOOOOOO e0000001PO

Concept #2 - Man's existence on the earth is limited to the surface or

near the surface..... OOOOO *0 OOOOOOOO 0000000000.080000000 10
. .

.4

ExperienCe A: Studying the conditions which limit; man's

existence 10

ameTAIL:Illere.is.less air as one moves up (or out) from the
earth 11

. .

Experience A:

Experience B

Discussing experiences with air pressure at high

altitude OOOOO 04.04/1,01100000110011 OOOOO 11

. 'I
Discovering the relationship between air pressure
and the amount of air 040600 OOOOO O OOOOOOOOOOOO ,100011041 12

Experience C: Observing an effect of a decrease in the amount

of air OO 13

Experiehce D: Observing a change in air pressure with a change in
distance above the earth 040, 0000000000000000000 worn 14

Concept #4 - Space is dark mo*oo 15

Experience A:

Experience B:

Discovering that light can be invisible OOOOOOOOO 1,0111.0 15

Observing light reflected by.small particles

Experience C: 'Discovering the intense blackness of the night sky 18

Concept #5 . Artificial satellites are being used by man to further his

Study of earth and space Os 19

Viewing a report on the importance of satellite
observations to the study of earth and space 19

Charting a history of advances in science resulting

from artificial satellite studies .004100000 OOOOOOO 000/0 20

Experience A:

Experience B:
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Concept #6 - Anything within the solar system is known as being in
interplanetary space... 21

Experience A:

Experience B:

Learning the relationship of the different terms. .

used to define parts of "space" 41100004, 21

Discovering the vastness of space by calculations
of scaled relationships 00011001mie 00000 1111001wOole0000000 22

Conce t #7 - Man is beginning to travel up or "out" into inter-
planetary space. ogee** 000000000 0000000sOooloomoolooes**0

Experience A:

Experience B:

Conce

Keeping a file which traces the steps made
towards interplanetary space travel oo o

Reporting about one phase of the progress.made
toward: the interplanetary space travel 0111st

t #8 - Anythi be and the solar system is known as be

4'
A iv 25

outer ppace......,-- 26

Experience A: Discovering the common misunderstandings about
the universe and outer Apace .............. 26

Concept #9 - There is a very slight amount of air in outer space.. 27

Experien: Finding :that, the amount of air is very small,
in outer space .................... 000000 oo 000 000 oo 27

Conce.t #10 -Wearneis and fainesi imicomearin. bodies in space is
relative 28

ExperienceiC: Caleulating the relationship of distances in the
solar system .28

Experience B: Discovering the difficulty of measuring distances to
stars and the use of "magnitudes" 29

Concept #11 . Great distances in the universe are measured in terms of
light years the distance which light travels in one

Experience A:

Experience B:

Est. . ... 31

Discovering the vastness of space by calculations
of scales relationships ........... 00000 oo oo 000'80 31

I

Discovering the difficulty of measuring distances
to stars and the use of "magnitudes" 04.11100000,00111 33.
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#12 of. time in space may be measured different
' from.thw units *of 'time on earth 004Poo1 oo0411.4)4.4,00010

:1 :

32.

Experience A: Studying the Meaning. of time tones ..:-..d. 32
Experience B: 'Discovering the ...importance of standard' time 411o040000ll 34

Experience GI .Suggesting'unit6'of tune for other planets 000los* 35

4
I I..." ' ..

Experience I): Discovering that time is defined by regular
oocurences on the earth 00411004pi000lo

. .

Conce t #13 There are *any problems which must be -studied and.
solved before. man can travel for extended tuiods

st77:tipe 441 o 000

Experience

Experience B:..
Experience C:

Experience D:

Experience E:

Experience F:

Experience Gf

Eiperienee H:

0.0411000 36'

Viewing an illustration of some problems of travel

37

in interplane.ary space 0,00000.6000. 00000 004100000410* 3?

Reviewing the problems wiiii.h.have already.1:4402.' 4

solved 388

'Mei:ang a: record of .ediarics. An. spice. technology ..... 39

Becoming aware of the "hardware" in the environment
for a man during space .travel moosol.....4.40411Polovio,111,4111 40.,

,

.

.. . , . .

Measuring the effect. of, surface characteristics on
the temperature of en enclosure

Becoming aware of the problems related to preparing
for a trip to the moon .42

,

Studying the of too much- or too little of

,a substance, .in.the diet
,I 7

!akins-a 'hypothetiCai trip to the moon (Apollo
.Project) 4looefolo..(141o4.ioefoiitioeiceosessildliriosoose 44..

Concept #14 . There is a great need for trained pep1e /. the
nsofalace jralrei...... . c:0000 45°.

.

Experience, Al 'Learning aboutthe-:'trai:neci personnel required for .

T ' research` in problems 'of' space travel .oe000foosio44,4,01,1100 45.
..

I j.
IConcept iftiore is leamiecEidiit space travel, other factors may

be found which may space...... 46

e

Experience A: Becomin aware of some of the qUestions which have
to be answered before space travel becomes safe 146
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Concept #16 New.

EXperience A:

______z_j_oectsrelated to space travel arecontinuallE

being .develEETA2.11.1111"edi2E921111-21.TE4rr

upon existing knowledge .............. OOOOOOOOOO 47

Learning, .about the. , apace travel projects

planed for the future 147

Experience P:.

Experience C:

Reviewing. a. problem in space travel which has been
solved ......................... OOOOOOO . O . OOO 148

Investigating a problem in communications with a

hot capsule ....... OOOOOO ............ OOOOO ............ 49

Concept #17 Results froM one e rimentInspace research lead to
he formiati222LEIEJZ9MJEn9gErnei:2iEILIIq

50.

Experience A:

Experience, B:

Conce

Reviewing the progress made on a problem growing

out of an .earlier experiment OOOOOOO 50

Discovering research can both answer questions

and raise new questions
53.

l .

.

#18 . Problems in the building of sosetimunissreseire
,development of .52'

Discovering different materials withstand

different amounts of stress before they break 52
Experience A4

Experience B:.

Experience C:

.D4Peovering an object maybe made of different

materials to obtain a difference in weight ........... 53

i*

Illustrating the' operation of a heat shield on

a descending space capsule ........ OOOOO ............ 54

Concept #19 - Objects close to an astronomical bod in s ace are

attracted to that bolt. OOOOO ........................ 55

Experience A:

Experience B:,

Experience C:

Studying the suggestions made to slow space

vehicles approaching the moon .......... 55

Relating the. number of revolutions' to the distance

from the center of revolution 56

Observing the relation between the weight lifted

and the. speed of revolution . OOOO ................... 57
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Concept #20 - In outer space, the pull of the earth would be very
slight oo . 00000 ....................... 58

Simulating the effect of varying forces
of attraction on a mass sossoesse 58

Experience A:

Experience B:

Experience C:

Observing the effect of distance on the gravity
influencing an object 0000000 60

Showing the decrease in weight resulting from

00001110O0001104100.40000increased distance from the earth 62

Concept #21.- Many natural phenomena result from the pull of the
earth. e.g. -weight, Tiater.runnim downhill.... ........

experience

Experience

Experience

Experience

A: Experiencing fitigue-Caused by gravity semi...il 63

B: Obeerving that Objects roll downhill 64

C: Tracing the directioa of flow of moving water 65

D: Discovering that the center of gravity moves
downhill ................... OOOOO ..................... 66

Discovering that easily moved objects shift to
move the greatest amount of weight closest to
the earth-4 .. 67Experience ,E:

Experience F:

Experience G:

Experience

Experience I:

Observing how the center of gravity of an object
always moves as close to the earth as possible 68

Discovering that some objects do not move towards
the center of the earth unless work is done on them 69

Observing that the rate of fall of two objects does
not depend on the horizontal distance 70

Learning that moving, objects fall Unless another
force is stronger than the force of gravity' 71

Concept #22 . Weight is an important factor when planning a rocket's
escape from the eaxth1 s gravity.. ....... OOOOOOOOOO .... 72

Experience A: Discovering there is a limit to the height an
object can attain related to the amount of anergy
available 00000000,041P00011104w00004000 OOOOO 000000000000.0 72

Experience B:

Experience C:

Calculating the ratio of the weight of the fuel
required to the weight of the pay load put into orbit.

Discovering the importance of weight in designing
devices for low level flying 75

714
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Concetysj_123. To get into interplanetary space a rocket must "E.istt

harder thanlYeelrt OOOOO ........ OOOOOO 00400 76

Experience At

Experience B:

Discovering the effect of balanced forces

in a tug-of-war ososooso OO so O ocoolp000m60 OOOO owes,' 76

Discovering, the effect of balanced and unbalanced, .

forces ***** 111011.11.11 OO 0.00.0.40111 OOOOO 0,41.11.0000.0* OOOOOOOO 891041,

.

Experience C: Discovering why satellites remain in orbit .......

Experience D

Concept #214. - The

Experience A :'

Experience B :'

Observing the effect of two opposing forces ..........

77

78

80'

harder a rocket "pushes" away from the earthtItt
rafther3f can go before it fall... .......... 81

9Relating.the amount of effort exerted to the

altitude obtained 00440001"0000041,04,404,00 O OOOOO 81
5

:

Illustrating the relationship of the amount of

energy to the-distance traveled. OOO OOOOOOO 82
. .

.

__.,p,________L__...j.....,..etwhichutconcet#25-Arocitshecan. go farther than

the distance bey-nd Which the earth can ull it back... 83

Experience A:.

Experience B.-

Experience C:

. .

Observing the action of an object freed from

centripetillorce

Simulating the movement of an'object beyond, the

earthle.grvity

Reviewing the history of'space'prabes beyond the

earth's gravity 85

I C..,

Concept #26' I' is possible ~to place bjects out into s ace b startin

them with enough force and speed to esCape.t e gravit

OO OOOOO ;s0000s0000esloo0 O 4 OOOOO OOOO O 86of the earth... O

Experience A:

Experience B:

Reviewing the history of space probes beyond,the

earth's gravity oo o 000 8 6

Reviewing manned orbital. flights which escaped the

earth's gravity 41:4,4o4Pwes000sevoolDYesee 0000 oo rwto404,40000 87

Concept #27 . In order for an. object toAasca e the'gravity of the.eartho

it must reach a greater speed han that re uired.to.orbit

the earth 88

Ekperience A:. Relating the lautiohingsPeed,to,the kind otorpit

or to escape from the earth's gravity 88

ix
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Concept #28 Gravity decreases as one leaves the earth but

increases as one approaches other astronomical

bod es OOOOOOO . OOO O OOO 89

Experience A: Viewing an illustration of a change of gravity

resulting from a change in distance between objects .41 89

Concept #29 . The moon *" ulls" on things on the earth. OOOOO OOOOO 90

Experience A: Finding pictures of tide differences which

are:; the result of the moon's pull edwcillootoefoo0,0111.0

Experience B: Explaining the action of water tides ........... O.

90

91

objects is

the earth than on themoon...... ...................... 92

Experience A: Siniulating an illustration of objects with

different gravitational attraction ..................

Experience B: Calculating the effect of the moon's gravity on

an object osoioollooffpOoeso1oopornosetiosiripiroopo.4boaloolleil

Experience C: Simulating the gravitational field between the

earth and the moon ..................................

Concept #31 - The closer an object is to the moont the greater is

the mutual attraction.. ................................

Experience A: Viewing instructional filMs which explain

gravitational attraction OOOOO

92

94

95

97

97

Concept #32 . As_two objects approach each otherl_the greater is

the mutual attraction... 98

Experience A: Simulating the gravitational field between 'the

earth and the moon OOOO OO . OO ............. 98

Experience B: Discovering the relationship of gravitational

attraction to distande 0,011i0ooseeoloo4lOoliollow000soo40,0 99

Concept #33 . Gravitational energy is 'op:posed with parachutes... 100

Experience A:

Experience B:

Observing a difference in rate of fall due to

a change in air resistance OOOOO OO ............. 100

Finding applications for the use of parachutes

which oppose gravity ...................... OOOO ....... 101
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heiE3roachingtheeConcet#34-When rockets and/Or parachutes
must be used to work against the.eathlsgreitz
to slow down the vehicle and thus prevent destruc-
tive impact.... OO _ OOOOO . O . OOOOO ........................., 102

Experience A: Discovering what methods are used to slow the
descent of a space capsule ........................... 102

Concept #35 - To insure a safe landing on any astronomical body, the
space vehicle would have to use a force against
gravity to slow is descent A00 ..000M 000.0 OOOOO 041.0000000 103

Experience A: Illustrating the pperation of a retro-rocket 103

Experience B: Studying the suggestions made to slaw space
vehicles approaching the moon 105

Experience C: ReViewing;PropOted plans to insure safe landings
on the moon 106

Concept #36 - Air resists the force which would ut an objeOt in
motion. OOOOOO ................... OOOOOOOOOOOOOO 107.

Experience' A:

Experience B:

Experience C:

Experience D:

Experience E:

Discovering air resists an object moving 'through it .11 107

Experiencing the air resistance acting on objects
moving through air ......,. 108.
Measuring the amount of air resistance produced by
the-same object moving at different speeds ........... 109

Discovering the effect of currents of air on the
effective air resistance OOOOO OOOO OOOOOOO ........ 110

Measuring the effort required to overcome a resistance
which simulates the, effects of air 'resistance ........ 111

Concept #37 - The resistance caused by air moving over anoblestis
called air friction.. 4I 122

Experience A: Observing an increase in air friction with an
increase of speed

Experience B: Studying the effect of air friction on a space
capsule ................ OOOOOOOO OOOOOOO OO OOOOOOOO 113
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Concept #38 - An object moving througIr produces air friction.. 0.00600' 114

erience A: Illustrating a method of decreasing_ air
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Experience C: Feeling the heat created by air, friction .p..... 116
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pressure 'and the. amount of air ........:. 118

Experience
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Learning about the change. in density of the
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Concept #141 As the speed of a moving object increases in the
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I. OVERVIEW

The purposes of this resource unit is to help teachers as they

plan a teaching unit on space travel. Many of the learning

experiences overlap and are applicable to several concepts. A

class will find it impossible to undertake all of the learning

experiences. For convenience the concepts and learning
experiences in the resource unit are organized into the following

five subtopics:

General

2. 'Properties of Space . Universal Gravitation

3. Properties of Space . Near the Earth
(Atmosphere)

4. Problems of Mhnts Existence in. Space

S. Problems of Movement in Space

This space travel unit does not include a stud of astronomy, weather

and climate, gravitational energy, methods of determining directions

near the surface of the earth, or the laws pertaining to objects in

motion and at rest because this content is allocated to other gradas

or units. However, it may be necessary to review this content at

the beginning of the unit.
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II. CONCEPTS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. General

1. Through space travel man will discover many new things about the
universe.

2. Manta existence on the earth is limited to the surface or near the surface.

3. There is less air as one moves up (or out) from the earth.

Lt. Space is dark (beyond the atmosphere).

5. Artificial satellites are being used by man to further his study
of earth and space.

6. Anything within the solar system is known as being in interplanetary
space.

7. Nan is beginning to travel up or nout" into interplanetary space.

8. Anything beyond the solar system is known as being in outer space.

9. There is a very slight amount of air in outer space.

10. Nearness and farness in comparing bodies in space is relative.

11. Great distances in the universe are measured in terms of lightlears,
the distance which light travels in one year.

12. Units of time in space may be measured differently from the units of
time on earth.

13. There are many problems which must be studied and solved before man
can travel for extended periods of time in space.

14. There is great need for trained people to study the problems of
space travel.

5. As more is learned about space travel, other factors may be found
which may limit man's existence in space.

16. New projects related to space travel are continually being developed
and evaluated in order to expand upon existing knowledge.

17. Results from one experiment in space research lead to the formulation
of many other problems for study.

18. Problams in the building of space travel devices require the
development of zany new materials.
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Properties of S ace .. Universal Gravitation

19. Objects close to an astronomical body in space are attraced to
that body.

20. In outer space, the pull of the earth would be very slight.

21. Many natural phenomena result from the pull of the earth; e.g.,
weight, water running downhill..

22. Weight is an important factor when planning a rocket's escape from
the earth's gravity.

23. To get into interplanetary space a rocket must "push" harder than the
earth pulls.

4. The harder a rocket "pushes" away from the earth, the farther it can
go before it begins to fall.

25. A rocket which "pushes" hard enough can go farther than the distance
beyond which the earth can pull it back.

26. It is possible to place objects out into space by starting them
with enough force and speed to escape the gravity of the earth.

27. in order for an object to escape the gravity of the earth, it must
reach a greater speed than that required to orbit the earth.

28. Gravity decreases as one leaves the earth, but increases as one
approaches other astronomical bodies.

29. The moon "pulls" on things on the earth.

30. The gravitational pull on surface objects is greater on the earth
than on the moon.

31. The closer en object is to the moon, the greater is the mutual attraction.

32. As two objects approach each other, the greater is the mutual attraction.

33. Gravitational energy is opposed with parachutes.

34. When approaching the earth, rockets and/or parachutes must be used to
work against the earth's gravity to slow down the vehicle and thus
prevent destructive impact.

35. To insure a safe landing on any astronomical body, the space
vehicle would have to use a force against gravity to slow its descent.
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C. Properties of Space Near the Earth (Atmosphere)

36, Air resists the force which would put an object in motion.

37, The resistance caused by air moving over an object is called

air friction.

38. An object moving through air produces air friction,

39. The density (concentration) of air affects the amount of friction.

40. The density of the earth's atmosphere decreases as the distance

from the earth increases.

41. As the speed of a moving object increases in the atmospheres

friction and heat increase,

42. Speed and altitude both determine the amount of friction on space

vehicles.

The greater the air frictions the more intense the resultant heat.

44._ Certain designs reduce. friction,
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D. Problems of Man is Ekistence in Sua

45. Man must be protected during space travel.

46. Man cannot exist in space without controlling his immediate

environment.

47. Vehicles for space travel must provide a desirable environment for man.

48. Nhn is able to adapt to a slightly changed environment.

49. Man can live for a short period of time in a greatly changed

environment.

50. Man has to carry his own oxygen when traveling away from the earth.

51. Due to weightlessness in space travel, man may have problems with

his breathing, drinking, eating and moving.

52. Sustained weightlessness may cause many hazardous strains on the

human anatomy.

53. The radiant energy from the sun maybe dangerous to a man in inter-

planetary space.

54. Man will have to establish an artificial environment in order to

survive on the surface of other astronomical bodies.
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E. Problems of Movement in Space

55. Space vehicles need to be protected against bombardment by meteors

and cosmic dust.

56. Rockets must be made of materials which withstand heat and stresn.

57. A rocket begins to rise very slowly because of the forces which

must be overcome; e.g., inertia.

58. space ships require many instruments to guide them.

59. High speed in space travel is desirable to cover great distances in

a convenient time.
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III. INTRODUCTION TO THE UNIT

A. Brief review of astronomy

1. Show one or more of the following films: "Solar System,"

which presents a description of the solar system; "The

Solar Family," which describes the origin of the sun and

some characteristics of the planets; "Our Mr. Sun," which

shows the dependence of living things on earth on the sun =s.

energy; "Planets in Orbit," which presents an historical

approach to the study of astronomy; or "Realm of the Galaxies,"

which provides information about the universe beyond the

solar system.

2. Encourage the members of the class to revisit the Planetarium

and "black light" exhibits at the Minneapolis Public Library.

Make a chart, mural or simple model of the solar system to

show the order of the planets and their relative distances

from the sun. (A modification of this class activity would

be carried out by marking off the relative distances on the

playground with chalk. This modification might emphasize

the vastness of the distance between parts of the solar system.)

Mice a second representation illustrating the order and relative

size of the planets and the sun. Use th:-. chart, "Some

Astronomical Facts and Approximations for Teaching," Appendix A

to find information about these distances and sizes.

B. Brief preview of the unit

1. Prepare a bulletin board using current newspaper clippings

or magazine articles on new satellites and efforts to put

man into space.

2. Prepare a bulletin board on the new.scientific discoveries

being made by space research projects.

C. Related science-fiction reading or creative writing

1. Read a science-fiction story about the planets to the class.

Ask the class to analyze the story and answer these questions:

"What part of the story is only fiction?", "Why would some'

parts of the adventures be impossible?", and "What part of

the story is based on fact?".

2. Near the close of the study of this unit have the class write

a science-fiction story on space travel. Have the children

underline the parts of the story which are scientifically

accurate.
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N. LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Concept #1 - Through space travel man will discover many new

things about the universe.

Experience A: Discovering that educated guesses cannot be substituted

for exact knowledge

Materials needed:

reference materials (recent periodicals, textbooks,

encyclopedias)
pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult many references to find descriptions of the

surface of the moon. Compile a list of the descriptions.

Compare the descriptions to see if they all agree.

Identify any parts of the descriptions which do not

agree.

3. Answer these questions:

a. Does anyone really know what the surface of

the moon is like?

b. How would it be possible to find out exactly

what the moon is like?

e. When will this information be available?

1. Repeat steps 1 . 3 for other astronomical bodies, such

as Mars, At this time it might be appropriate to use

the instructional film "Mars and Beyond."
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Experience B: Finding out that no one knows some of the answers to

questions about the universe

'16

Materials needed:

pencil
paper
reference materials (periodicals, textbooks,

encyclopedias)

What to do:

1. Review what you know about the universe.

2. Make two lists:

a. What you want to know about the universe.

b. What you want to, know about each part of the

universe.

3. Consult references to .find the answers to the,questibns.

Make a check mark by those questions for which answers
are not found.

L. Suggest ways of finding oat the answers to the questions

marked with checks.
0.

r
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Concept #2 . Man's existence on the earth is limited to the

surface or near the surface.

Experience A: Studying the conditions which limit man's existence

Materials needed:

pencil
paper
reference materials (periodicals, recent books,

encyclopedias)

What to do:

1. Make a chart of all the physical conditions which
make man's existence on the surface of the earth

possible.

Consult reference materials to find data on the

conditions deep within the earth.

Consult reference materials to find data on the

conditions beyond the atmosphere.

L. Consult reference materials to find data concerning

the changes in environment for which a man can adjust.

5. Make a chart listing the name of the condition, the

data for the condition within the earth, the data for

the condition beyond the atmosphere and the extremes

of the condition to which a man can adapt. Indicate

what devices are used to protect him from the extreme

condition if a man cannot adapt to the condition.

6. Draw conclusions concerning the limits to a mans
existence on earth.
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Concept #3 There is less air as one moves up (or out)

from the earth.

Experience A: Discussing experiences with air pressure at high altitude

Materials needed:

none

What to do:

1. Ask any .child who has lived or hiked in the mountains

to'tell of his experience with breathing during exertion.

2. Have him explain why, if he had ridden in a car to the

top of a mountain so that there had been no exertion

in climbing, it was more difficult to breathe at the

high elevation.

3. Explain how this provides evidence for the fact that

the amount of air becomes less as the distance from

the surface of the earth becomes greater.
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Experience B: Discovering the relationship between air pressure and

the amount of air

Materials needed:

bathroom scales
automobile tire

What to do:

1. Go to a filling station and inflate the spare

automobile tire.

Wbigh the tire while it is inflated on a bathroom

scale.

3. Loosen the valve core and allow the air to escape.

4. Re. -weigh the tire. Note the change in weight.

5. Explain why the air rushed out of the tire when the

valve core was loosened.

6. Relate the change in air pressure to the change in

weight, noting that decreased air pressure indicates

less air.

tj

-1
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Experience C: Observing an effect of a decrease in the amount of air

Materials needed:

weather balloon, 30" diameter (or as large a spherical

balloon as can be purchased conveniently)

string, 101
rubber band
marking pen

What to do:

1. Make special arrangements with the elevator operator

of .a very tall building to ride to the top while

carrying a big balloon.

Inflate the weather balloon. Close the end by wrapping

a rubber band around the neck many times.

Use the marking pen to make an "equator" line around

the balloon.

4. Lay the string on top of the "equator". line and make

a mark on both ends of the string to show where the

two .ends meet when the balloon is'on the first floor.

Be careful not to pull the string tight enough to

squeeze the balloon.

5. Ride to the top'of the building and measure the length

of the string around the balloon (circumference of the

balloon) again.

6. Compare the results.

7. &plain why the size of the balloon changed even though

air was not added to or remaved from the balloon,

8. Explain how the results give evidence that there is

less air as one moves up (or out) from the earth.
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Experience D: Observing a change in air pressure with a change in

distance above the earth

Materials needed:

aneroid barometer

What to do:

1 Take an aneroid barometer to the basement of the

school.

Tap it gently. Wake a careful reading of the

barometer.

Carry the barometer up to the top floor and again

make a very careful reading of the barometer.

Note whether the two readings are identical.

5. Explain why the lower reading obtained on the top

floor is an indication of less air.
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Experience A: Discovering that light can be invisible

Materials needed:

flashlight or slide projector

burette clamp
rectangular iron support

knife
carton, 12" x 18" approximately

paint, black, tempera or black
"Dyanshine" shoe polish

chalkboard erasers: coated
with chalk, 2

mirror, pocket
bead, white, small
wax, "Sealstik"
.printed page from newspaper

black coat

What to do:

1. Cut a hole 1" in diameter through the center of one of

the ends of the carton. Cut a larger hole in the other

end of the box.

2. Cut off the top flaps.

3. Paint the inside of the carton with dull black paint.

4. Turn the carton on the side.

5. Set up the slide projector or mount the flashlight in

a burette clamp attached to the rectangular support.

Turn on the light. Adjust the light source so that

the beam of light shines directly through both of the

holes in the carton.

6. Close the curtains or pull the shades to make the room

dark. Place a black coat or other light absorbing

material in the path of the light beam beyond the box.

(This will eliminate any reflection beyond the box.)

7. Observe whether the beam of light is visible within

the box.

8. Hold the newspaper beside the opening in the side of

the box. Attempt to read a medium sized headline of

the paper from different distances to test how much

light is reflected from the box. Measure the farthest

distance from which the headline can be read.
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Experience A (continued) :

Concept #4

9. Hold a mirror in the beam of light within the box and

observe that-you can see the reflected light from the

source. Remove the mirror.

10. String the bead on the black thread. Knot it to one

end. 'Attach the other end of thread to the, top of

the box with wax so that the bead hangs in the beam

of light.

11. Observe whether the bead is visible.

12. Relate the results to an explanation of why planets.

are visible.

13. Remove the string and bead.

14. Clap two chalk erasers together beside the box.

Observe whether the beam of light becomes more visible

when the chalk dust is in the air inside the, box.

15. Explain why chalk dust makes the light beam visible.

Explain whether every thing which reflects light must

be a kind of mirror.

16. Hold the newspaper beside the opening in the side of

the box as in step 8. Measure the farthest distance

at which it is possible to read the same headline.

17. Explain why more light strikes the newspaper when chalk

dust is in the air within the box.

18. &plain why the daytime sky is light. Explain why

the night time sky is dark. Explain the difference.

(In order for the sky to be light, particles which

reflect light must be exposed to a source of light.)

19. Relate the observations to explain the fact that

space is dark. (The reason that there is little light

in space can be explained if it is recognized that dust

particles do not exist in space and, therefore, light

is not reflected. The only visible light is direct

light from the sun and stars or reflected light from

the planets and satellites.)
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Experience B: Observing light reflected by small particles

Materials needed:

beakers, 250 m.l, teaspoon

slide projector, or flashlight carton, 12" x 18",

water, warm approximately

milk paint, black, tempera
medicine dropper

What to do:

1. Paint the inside of the carton with black tempera.

2. Fill the beaker 3/4 full with warm water.

3. Set up the projector on one side of the room, pointing

it across the room into the black box (or into a black

coat in the corner) for absorption.

4. Close the curtains or pull the shades to make the room

dark.

5. Place the beaker of,clear water in the beam of light.

(It may be necessary to allow the water to stand for

2 or 3 minutes to allow most of the air bubbles to

escape.)

6. View the beaker and its contents from the side; do not

look towards the source of light. Observe that the

water appears clear and the beam of light does not

appear very distinct.

7. Add one drop of milk to the beaker. Watch carefully

and observe the brightness of the drop of milk as it

enters the water. Stir the mixture.

8. View the beakerts contents again. Observe the cloudy

appearance of the water. Note that the light beam is

now very' distinct.

9. Summarize the difference in the observations. Answer

the question: "Why is the beam of light more visible

in milky water?"

10. Use the conclusions in step 9 to attempt to explain

why space is dark.
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]cperience C: Discovering the intense blackness of the night sky

Materials needed:

none

What to do:

1. Lie down on the grass in the backyard and look up
at the sky at night.

2. Write a description of what is seen.

3. Answer the questions:

a. Is the sky lighted up?

b. Why are the planets visible?

c.. Why are the stars visible?

14. Share these experiences with the group.
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Concept #5 - Artificial satellites are being used by man to

further his study of earth and space.

Experience A: Viewing a report on the importance of satellite

observations to the study of earth and space

Materials needed :.

film, "Earth Satellites: Explorers of Outer Space"

film, "Satellites: Stepping Stones to Space"

motion picture projector, 16 mm

What to do:

1. View the films: "Earth Satellites: Explore/3 of

Outer Space," which contains some footage on the

use of satellites, and/or, "Satellites: Stepping

Stones to Space," which explains why satellites

are important to man.

2. Make a list of the new discoveries which these films

indicate are the result of satellite observations.
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Ebcperience B: Charting a history of advances in science resulting

from artificial satellite studies

Materials needed:

reference materials (textbooks, encyclopedias)

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Make a chart listing all of the satellites that have

been launched.'

Indicate the purpose of each satellite and.the special

scientific equipment included. include the weight and
size of the rocket and diagrams showing the orbital

paths which may make' this chart more useful.

Indicate the discoveries made and the new projects
resulting from each satellite.

4. Keep the chart up.to.date as each new satellite is

launched.
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Concept #6 . Anything within the solar system is known as

being in interplanetary space.

Note: See the introduction-for a listing of some activities to

review the distance relationships in the universe.

Experience At Learning the relationship of the different terms used

to define parts of "space"

Materials needed:.

paper
pencils pen or crayons
reference materials

What' to. dot

le Read several current articleS on space travel which

include information on a system,ofHnaming different

re) ted parts,. of space.

2. LiSt the terms used-and their definitions.

3. Make a chart relating the different names for the

different parts of space as you have collected them

from different systems of naming.
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Ecperience B: Discovering the vastness of space by calculations of

scaled relationships

Materials needed:

paper
pencils, colored
city map
chart,. "Some Astronomical Facts and Approximations for

Teaching," Appendix A

What to do:

1. Use the chart in Appendix A to find the diameter of the

earth and sun.

Find the distance from the earth to the sun. Write

the number out in full and label it "astronomical

unit" (AO.).

3. Calculate the distance light would travel in one
minute, using the fact that light travels 186,000

miles in one second (186,000 x 60).

Calculate the distance light travels:

a. In one hour (186,000 x 60 x 60)

b. In one day (186,000 x 60 x 60 x

a. In one year (186,000 x 60 x 60 x 24 x 365 )

Label the distance light travels in one year as a
light year and round the number off to the nearest
trillion.

5. Calculate the distance in miles from the earth to the
nearest star which is 4-1/3 light years away (about 26

trillion miles).

6. Draw models of parts of our galaxy, using a dot,
assumed to be 1/32" in diameter, to represent the

diameter of the sun. Use the same scale and calculate
the distance needed to represent the distance to the

nearest star in inches,
(1/32 x 26,000,000,000,000 864,000), feet or miles

(about 911,000 inches or 78,500 feet or nearly 15 miles).
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Experience B (continued):
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7. Use the scale on the city map and use a colored

pencil to make a circle with its center at your

school and with a radius the number of miles

calculated in step 6.

For high achievers:

1. Calculate the diameter of the solar system in:

miles (2 x 3;679,000,000)

astronomical units (80 AO.)

light years (0.001 L.Y.)

2. If it is 4 -1/3 light years from the earth to the

nearest star, -Alpha Centauri, calculate the distance

in astronomical units.

If we wish to draw a diagram of the solar system and

its nearest star, Alpha Centauri,

a. What scale should we use?

b. If we draw our solar system as 1/2" in diameter,

how far away would we place Alpha Centauri on the

diagram? (4-1/3 x. 1/2 4 .001)
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Concept #7 - Man is beginning to travel up or "out" into

interplanetary space.

Experience A: Keeping a file which traces the steps made towards

interplanetary space travel

Materials needed:

periodicals (newspapers, magazines)

Sc issore

What to do:

1. Make a collection of pictures, articles and newspaper

clippings about new advances in manned space vehicles

and eqripment.

2. Keep a chronological file of these clippings. Be sure

to keep it up.to.date.
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Experience B: Reporting about one phase of the progress made towards

the interplanetary space travel.

Materials needed:

clippings (from experience A)

paper
pencil

What to do:

1. Select interesting pictures and articles about one

phase of the steps taken towards interplanetary space

travel.

2. Make a bulletin board display from the clippings

selected in step 1.

3. Prepare a brief written or oral summary to call

attention to important facts illustrated in the

display and to summarize its content.
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Concept #8 - Anything beyond the solar system is known as

being in outer space.

Ecperience A: Discovering the common misunderstandings about the

universe and outer space

Materials needed:

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Have each meAber, of the class draw a sketch containing:

The earth

b. The solar system.

c. The milky way galaxy

d. The universe

2. Analyze each sketch with the class for the truths and

fallacies of each drawing.

3. Label outer space in each drawing.
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Concept #9 . There is a very slight amount of air in outer space.

Experience Al Finding that the amount of air is very small in outer space

Materials needed:

reference materials (textbooks,.encyclopedias)

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Search the reference materials to find data explaining

how far from the surface of the earth a rocket .goes to

be above:

a. 50% of the atmosphere (about 4.7 miles or 25,000 ft.)

b. 90% of the atmosphela (about 11.75 miles or 62,000 ft.)

c. 99% of the atmosphere (about 18.9 miles or 100,000 ft.)

2. Find information regarding the amount of air in outer

space.

Prepare a report for the class about this information
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Concept #10 . Nearness and farness in comparing bodies in

space is relative.

Experience A: Calculating the relationship of distances in the solar system

Ehterials needed:

pencil
paper
chart, "Some Astronomical Facts and Approximations for

Teaching," Appendix A

What to do:

1. Look up the distance of the earth from the moon and

the sun.

Round off these numbers so there is only one integer

other than zero.

Write a fraction with the distance to the moon as the

numerator and the distance to the sun as the denominator.

4. Rednce the fraction to lowest terms to find what

fraction of the distance to the sun is the distance to

the moon.

5. Use the distance to the next nearest star equal to

26 trillion miles and find the fractional part of the

distance to the nearest star which is the distance to

the sun.

6. Discuss the question: ."Is the sun near or far from

the earth?"

7. Calculate the distance from the earth to the other

planets as fractional (inferior planets) or mixed

number multiples (superior planets) of the distance

fiom the earth to the sun. Use the same procedure

as used in steps 1 . 5.

8. Formulate a definition of "near" and "far" usable in

the study of the universe and space travel.
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Ekperience Bs Discovering the difficulty of measuring distances to

stars and the use of "magnitudes

Materials needed:

chart, "Twenty Stais of the First Nhgnitude," Appendix B

flashlights, 2, diffe::ent strength

sheet of paper, 8" x U"
pin
reference materials, (textbooks, encyclopedias)

What to do:

1. Make a pin hole in the center of the piece of paper.

2. Go outside.

3. Have a child carry the flashlights away from the class

to the other end of the block.

I. Have the child turn on the dimmer flashlight.

5. Hold the paper between the flashlight about 18" from

the eye. Observe whether the flashlight is visible

through the pin hole.

6. Have the child walk closer, if the light is not visible.

Have him walk farther away, if they light can be seen.

Turn off the flashlight.

7. Measure the farthest distance to the flashlight at which

the light is visible.

8. Repeat steps 2 through 6 with the brighter flashlight.

9. Compare the distances. Ekplain why the distances are

not equal.

10. Repeat steps 2 es 8 on a dark night guessing the distance

before measuring.

11, Stand at one distance. Turn both flashlights on. Note

whether it is.possible to distinguish a difference in

their brightness.

12. Compare the results for day and
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Experience B (continued):

..30.. Concept #10

13. Answer the questions:

a. Can a brighter light be seen from iarthet away?

b. Is it easy to measure the distance?

c. Would it be easy to measure' distances.of

billions of miles?

d. Are lights brighter when they are closer?

e. Would comparing the brightness of stars give

some information about their nearness or farness?

f. Would the brightness (magnitude) of a star

depend on their distance and the amount of

light they produce?

Refer to the charts "Twenty Stars of the First

Nhgnitude" in Appendix B.

15. Consult reference materials to find examples of the

use of the "magnitudes" to describe stars.
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Concept #11 - Great distances in the universe are measured in terms

of light years, the distance which light travels in

one year.

Experience A: Review experience B for Concept #6, page 21 and
experience B for Concept #10, page 29
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Concept #12 . Units of time in space maybe measured
differently from the units of time on earth,

Experience A: Studying the meaning of time zones

Materials needed:

pencils
paper
globe, terrestrial
reference materials (textbooks, encyclopedias)

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials to discover the history
of time zones,

2. Find answers to the following questions:

a. How did American pioneers tell time?

b. Would the times called "sun up", "noon! and
"sun down" be the same 50 or 100 miles apart?

c. When did it become important to know what time
it is somewhere else?

d. How many degrees of longitude are included in
one time zone?

e. Where is zero longitude?

3. Look at the globe, Find zero longitude.

Find the line representing 15° east longitude and
the other line representing 150 west longitude.

Count the number of time zones on the earth.

6. Explain the need for an international date line at
1800 (east or west) longitude.

7. Imagine an airplane is flying toward the 180th meridian

from east to west at 9:00 A.M. &plain what time it is
after it has crossed the international date line.
Explain what time it is if the airplane flies from west
to east.
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Experience A(continued):

For discussion purposes only

8. Discuss the disadvantages of using this method
of telling time during space travel. (It may
be interesting to look up HZ" time or Greenwich
time as used by the Air Force.)
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Experience Bs Discovering the importance of standard time

Materials needed:

watches
cloth, large enough to cover clock

What to do:

1. Explain to the principal and the parents the

purpose of this experience to prepare them for

the difficulties to be encountered.

2. Have each child close their eyes and set their

watches. Caution them not to turn them too 'Tr

from the actual time.

3. Cover the clock with the cloth.

4, Carry on the usual school work for one day having

each child use the time indicated by his own watch

to determine the time for each activity.

5. Discuss these questions:

a. Is it difficult to conduct a class when class

members come at different times?

b. Did some of the children want to synchronize

their watches?

6. Use the results to explain the importance of one

standard unit of time for space. travel. Suggest

problems which could arise if a standard unit of

time is not used.

4
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Experience C: Suggesting units of time for other planets

Materials needed:

chart, "Some Astronomical Facts and Approximations for

.
Teaching," Appendix A

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Refer to the chart, "Some Astronomical Facts and

Approximations for Teaching" to find the number of

earth days required for Mercury to revolve around

the sun.

Find the number of earth days required by Mercury

to rotate once on its axis.

3. Calculate the number of Mercury days in one Mercury

year by dividing the number of days found in step 1

by the number of days in step 2.,

I. Have a child representing Mercury walk counter-clock

around a second child representing the sun during which

"Mercury" turns (rotates) around once counter- clockwise.

(It should become apparent the same side of the first

child is always towards the second child.)

5. Discuss the question, "Would there be night and day

(periods of darkness and light) on Mercury?"

6. Calculate the number of earth hours in one Mercury

day by multiplying the number of days f ,und in step

2 by 24.

7. Suggest a new unit of time which would be more useful

on Mercury.

8. Find the data for Mars and repeat the experience,

1
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Experience D: Discovering that ti.ae is defined by regular occurences
on the earth

Materials needed:

globe, terrestrial
flashlight

What to doe,

1. Go to the gymnasium. Darken the room completely.

2. Have a child hold the flashlight pointing.towards one
side of the globe. Stand atone end.ofthe gym as
far from the class as possible.

3. Switch on the flashlight. Have a second child move
the globe from west to east.

4. Note whether it is easy to see and identify the
continents from across the length of the' gym.

5. Return to the classroom,

6. Imagine that you are orbiting the earth.

7. Answer the question: Nould the sun °rise" and "set"
once every 2L hours?

8. Discuss whether it would always be possible to observe
from great distances in space when one 2L hour period
has passed on earth.

9. Imagine you are going out into space. Discuss whether
it would always be. possible to tell when a year had
passed on earth if you were not close enough to observe
the change in seasons.

10. Discuss methods of telling time which do not depend
on a knowledge of the movements of the earth. Suggest
other units of time which could be used in place of a
day and a year.

11. Discuss the problems which would arise because of the
use of this new unit, sillh as, the difficulty of con-
verting back to earth time.
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Concept #13 - There are many problems which must be studied

and solved before man can travel for extended

periods of time in space.

Experience A: Viewing an illustration of some problems of travel in

interplanetary space

Materials needed:

film, "Man in Space"
motion picture projector, 16 mm

projection screen
reference materials (encyclopedias, periodicals,

recent books)

What to do:

1. View the film, "Man in Space," which presents
information on the problems which need solutions
before man can go into interplanetary space.

List the problems suggested. Survey recent reference
materials to learn of the progress which has been
made towards the solution of the problems.

Find descriptions of new problems which have been

identified and make a report about them to the class.
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Bcperience Bs Reviewing the problems which have already been solved

iriaerospace.history

.
t, ..

Materials needed:

pencil
paper

What to do:

..

1, Make a time line shaving the history of aviation
and astronautics from balloons to rockets taking man
into space. Include in the history the following
data for each flight:

a. date

b. altitude attained

c. method of.controlling temperature and pressures
for pilot and passengersl*such'ass sealed vs.
open, cabin or gondola

d. method of oxygen supply for pilot and
passengers

e. maximum speeds attained

2, Make a%list_of problems related to rocketry and space Ar

travels for which no complete solution has been found,
. such as: danger from Van Allen radiation.
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Experience C: Keeping a record of advances in space technology

Materials needed:

scrap book
paste
scissors
periodicals
colored sticker

What to do:

1, Look for clippings related to advances in space

technology,

2, Sort the clippings and group them according to the

subject.

3. Hake a section of the scrap book for each subjects
such as, selection and training of astronauts;
space medicine; rocket fuels; guidance and control

systems.

4. Continue to add to the scrap book.

5. Mark the problems for which solutions have been
found with a 'colored sticker. Make a new section

for each new .oroblem which arises.

6. Use the scrap book as a reference material.

7. Give periodic reports to the class which summarize
the advances made towards finding solutions for
the problems of space travel.

31(110
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Experience D: Becoming aware of the "hardware" in the environment
for a man during space travel..

Materials needed:

film, in Space"
film, "Screen News Digest No. 8"
motion picture projector, 16 mm
projection screen
scraps of wood, cloth, elastic, wire

paint
water
reference materials (encyclopedias,
periodicals, ,recent books)

aluminum foil
doll, abcut 214" long

newspaper
wheat paste
arrel or circular
cardboard carton (used
for shipping dry
chemicals)

What to do:,

1 View either of the'filMs, keeping careful notes of the

size, shapeand location of the "hardware" (equipment)

within a space capsule..

Use the inside of the barrel to represent the inside

of the spice capsule.

Use paper mache'forms and pieces of scrap wood made to

scale to represent the different objects. Devise ways

to represent the food containers, the astronaut's couch,

the Capsule's controls and other pieces of equipment
observed in the films.

Use.pieces of cloth, elastic and aluminum foil to make

. clothing for the doll representing the astronaut.

Secure all the hardware and the doll in the barrel.

View the film again to check the size, shape and
location of each object.

6. Consult reference materials to check the arrangement
of the parts of the capsule.

Roll the barrel over and over to discover whether any
of the parts are loose. Explain why loose parts would
be inconvenient and dangerous during space travel.

8. Note that very little of the inside of the barrel is
empty. (Save this model for later use.)
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Experience E: Measuring the effect of surface characteristics on the

temperature of an enclosure

Materials needed:

aluminum foil
thermometer, Fahrenheit

paper
pencil

What to do:

1. Keep the windows c3osed. Turn off the thermostat.

2. Measure and record the temperature in,the classroom

and outside the classroom window once every hour

throughout one school day.

3. Cover the windows with aluminum foil on a second day.

Measure and record the temperature in the classroom

and outside the classrooM window every hour during

the second day.

Compute the dif2erences between the inside and outside

temperature for each pair of readings.

6. Repeat the experience several times to decrease the

effect of daily weather variations.

Prepare graphs of the differences in temperature

against the time for each day.

8. Compare the results. Draw conclusions concerning

the probable effect of shiny metallic surfaces on

the temperature inside of a space capsule. (If

the windows are not north windows the results are

more dramatic.)
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Experience F: Becoming aware of the problems related to preparing

for a trip to the moon

Concept #13

Materials needed:

reference: materials (encyclopedias,

periodicals, recent books)

charts "Some Astronomical Facts and Approximations

for Teachings" Appendix A
globe, terrestrial

What to dot

1. Coniult references.to find the distance between the

earth and the moon.

ROtate the globe and observe which direction the

rocket should be stint to take advantage of the earth's

speed of rotation.

Consult references to ,find the time which is needed

to travel to the moon.

Have one child. representing the moon walk around

another child representing the earth. Have a third

child move a model of a space vehicle from the earth

to the moon. Represent the trip from the moon to the

earth in the same: nsy.

5. Consult reference materials to find what preparations

are necessary to make an astronaut ready for blast -off.

6. Consult reference materials to find what preparations

are necessary to make the rocket and capsule ready for

blast off. Discover:

a. How many pounds of food is needed for each astronaut.

b. How many pounds of water is needed for each astronaut.

c. How many pounds of oxygen is needed for each astronaut.

d. How many pounds of fuel is needed.

e. How much time is needed to put fuel in the rocket.

f. How many "es" the astronaut feels.

7. List all the steps needed to prepare for a space trip.

Explain why each step is necessary.
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Experience al Studying the effects of too much or too little of a

substance in the diet

Materials needed:

reference materials (encyclopedias, periodicals)
pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials concerning experiments
conducted to determine how much salt water a man
can drink before being poisoned.

2. Consult references to learn why blocks of salt are
Put out for animals.. Find an explanation for the need
to supply salt to animals.

3. Read references to find information relating to the
need for vitamins. Find descriptions of the results
of too little or too much of any one vitamin.

4: Assume that specially prepared fOods are needed for
space travel.' 'Explain the importance of controlled
amounts of each substance.
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Experiende Taking a hypothetical trip to the moon (Apollo Project)

:

.

Mhterials needed:

scale model of an Apollo* space capsule

What to do:

1. Act out a trip to the moon. (Use the scale model of

an Apollo space capsule.)

2. Simulate preparation of the 'astronaut and of the

space vehicle. (See experience Do Concept #13, for

suggestions.)

3. Simulate the count.davn and blast off. Act out the

'manipulation of control and data collecting instruments

on the trip to and from the moon.

4. Conclude whether the model space capsule would supply

.th() need's for a controlled environment for-space

travel.
.
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Concept #14:- There is a great need for, trained people to study

the problems of space travel.

Experience A: Learning about the trained personnel required for research
in problems of space travel

Materials needed:

reference materials, (textbooks, encyclopedias)

pencil
paper
book, Who's Who in Biological Science, (Use at MOlso Public

LibriFY)
book, Who Who in P ical Science (Use at Els. Public Library)

book, Who's Who in America, Use at Miols. Public Library)

What to do:

1. Look in current reference materials to find the answer
to the questions:

a. What are the most difficult unsolved problems
about space travel known today?

b. Who would know the most about each of these
problems?

2. Consult Who's Who to find what education and professional
background each man has.

3. Discuss the question: Is much training required by
scientists who work in space research?

4. Explain why there is a need for trained people to
study the problems of space travel.
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Concept #15 As more is learned about space travel, other

factors may be found which may limit mants

existence in space.

Experience A: Becoming aware of some of the questions which have to

be answered before space travel becomes cafe

Materials needed:

reference materials (textbooks, encyclopedias, periodicals)

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials to .learn about some

problems relating to man's safety; i.e.,

a. How can a man be protected from the dangers

of the Van Allen Belts of radiationl.

Are there unknown radiations beyond our solar

system which would injure a man?

e, Are there bacteria and diseases on other

astronomical bodies which would be dangerous

to a man?

Prepare a report for the class summarizing the

questions and the prepared plans for finding the

answers.
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Concept #16 .7 New projects related to space travel are
continuely being developed and evaluated
in order to expand upon existing knowledge.

Experience A: Learning about the spaCe travel projects planned for the
future

Materials needed.,

reference materials'(textbooks, encyclopadias, periodicals)

pencil
paper

What to, do:

1. Consult reference materials to find the name and
purposes of each project in the United States Space
Program; e.g., Project Gemini, Project Apollo.

Read about each project to discover whether each
project is independent or whether it is related to
the other projects.

Prepare an oral report for the class to summarize

the information.
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Experience Bs Reviewing a problem in space travel, which has been solved

Materials needed:

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials describing Astronaut

Ordssonts flight.

2. Explain why the loss of the capsule was unfortunate.

3. Find more recent articles describing the. way that this

problem was solved.

Prepare a report for the class summarizinghe

information.
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Investigating a problem in communications with a

hot capsule

Materials needed:

electroscope
liquid petroleum burner
match
rubber rod
cat fur, piece

What to do:

1. Rub a rubber rod vigorously with a piece of cat fur.

2. Touch the rod to the electroscope to cause the metal
leaves to-move apart.

Observe how much time elapses before the electroscope

loses its charge.

14. Repeat the charging and discharge time measurement at
least twice and average the times.

S: Energize the electroscope as before. light.the burner.

and place the electroscope near the flame.

6. Record the time which elapses before the electroscope
loses its charge.

Repeat the measurement at least once and find the average.

8.- Compare the results. (Heat ionizes the air which dis-

charges the electroscope.)

9. Relate the observations to the problem of the commie.

cationo black out with the hot space capsule during
Astronaut Carpenter's flight.

10. Suggest some possible solutions for this problem.
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Concept #17 .t Results from one experiment in apace research

lead to the formulation of many other problems

for study.

Experience As Reviewing the progress made on a problem growing out of

an earlier experiment

Materials needed:

reference materials (periodicalso,iextbooks, encyclopedias)

What to do:

1. Read descriptions of the food eaten by Astronaut

Glenn during. his flight.

2. COnsult recent articles describing the food eaten

during Astronaut Carpenter's flight and Astronaut

Schirrals flight.

3. Compare the kinds of food and note the changes made.

Suggest some further changes that could be made in
the packaging and kinds of food.
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Experience B: Discovering research can both answer questions and raise
new questions

Materials- needed:'

reference materials (periodicals, textbooks, encyclopedias)
pencils ;-
paper

What to do:

1. Read reference .materials to find out asmuch- as
P00.sib.le- about; *a. specific space tlight.

Na,ke a list of all the things which, were predicted by
scientists in planning the flight and found out by
this flight to be true, s.

Make a list of. the new questions and problem raised
by _this flight, .

Make an oral stunmary.'. of this information` for the class. .:
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Concept #18 Problems in the building of space travel
devices require the development of many materials.

Experience A: Discovering different materials withstand different
amounts of stress before they break

Materials needed:

wire, copper #18
Wire, iron #18

What to 'do:

1. Grasp the copper wire firmly.. Bend it back and forth
in one place counting, the number 0's:times it bends
before it breaks.;

Grasp. the'' --iron wire. Bend back sand forth in one
place counting the number of times it bends before
it breaks.

Summarize the observations. Explain why the two
pieces of wire did not break with the same number
of bends.

Use the results 'of the experience to formulate an
explanation of the requirements for the strength of
materials used in space vehicles.
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Experience-Bi. Discovering an object may be made of different materials
to obtain a difference in weight

Materials needed:

frying pan, cast iron, 101 diameter _

frying pan, stainless steel, 10" diameter ,

bathroom scales
reference materials (periodicals, textbooks, encyclopedias)

What to do:

1. Weigh a 10 inch cast iron frying pan.

2. Weigh a stainless steel frying pan.whiohreeembles
the cast iron pan as closely as possible.

3. Compare the weights.

It. Discuss the importance of light weight materials in
the construction of a, space

5. Consult references to find 'what materials are used
to make a rocket and space capsule.

(Rockets are made of extremely thin sheets of stainless
steel to obtain a resilient material which is lights.
weight.)

, .

.

1:7
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Experience C: Illustrating the operation of a heat shield on a
descending space capsule

Materials needed:

ice .cube match .

aluminum foil rectangtaar iron support
asbestos, sheets ring clamp
liquid petroleum burner refrigerator

What to do:

1. Out 10 or more 4", 4" pieces Of altnninum foil.
Cool them in the refrigerator.

Cut 10 or more 4" x 4" squares of asbestos.
Cool them in the refrigerator.

Lay a' sheet of aluminum foil over ring clamp.
Pile asbesto6," and aluminuM, squares alternately upon
the first square. of aluminum until half are used up.

Place, the ids cube in the center of the top asbestos
square and press another asbestos, sqUare down over it.
Pile the remaining aluminumand asbestos 'squares
alternately over the ice cube.

Push the laminated material. around the ice cube to
close off the circulation of air around the. ice cube.

Light the burner and heat the bottom piece of aluminum
foil 10 minutes.

Open the package and observe the amount of melting.

Repeat the experiment cooling the 'aluminum and asbestos
before each trial.

104 Compare the observations to the operations of the heat
shield of a space capsule.

(An ice cube embedded in the center of a thick pad of.
rock wool does not melt rapidly either. However,
laminated aluminum and asbestos more closely simulate
the structure of the heat shield on a space capsule.)
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Concept #19 al Objects close to an astronomical body in space
are attracted to that body.

Experience As

li

. . .

f

Studying the suggestions made to. slow space vehicles
approaching the moon

Materials needed:

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias, textbooks)
pencil. . . .

paper

What to do:
. .

1. Consult reference materials which explain the Space
projects, to land men and equipment on the moon, such
as Project Gemini and Project Apollo.

2. Find an explanation of the plan to use retrorockets
to slow the space vehicle ,as it approaches the moonts
surface. *.

3.._ Look, for information concerning shock absorbing devices
which are being developed to "break- the fall". of the space
vehicle as it strikes the surface.of the moon.

140 Prepare a. report. for. the, clasi which answers these
questions:

,

,

a. Why would a space vehicle. approaching the moon
fall. rapidly?

,

t

.1. i . .. .

e b. id'hib......t methods are proPosed to .alowAthe leii Auld
, .. ;.. decreaser.,.tli.e force. of impact?. , , :.

)).
(.1.

co Would similar problems have to be solved to make ft
poisiblO a--landing,on any astronomical. body?
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Experience 14 Relating the number of revolutions to the distance from
the center of revolution

llaterials'neededs

ball, sponge rubber's 1" diameter
screw, round headed, in long
fish line, 51 lotig
scissors
clock

What to do:

1. Tie one end of the fish line securely to the screw.
Trim oif any excess string at the knot.'

2. Twist the screw into the ball as far as possible.

3. Grasp the fish line 1' from the ball. Hold the
remainder of the line out of the way.

h4 Twirl. the ball in a vertical circle as slowly as
possible but fast enough to keep it moving along
a circular path.

Count the number of complete revolutions in one minute.

6. 'Grasp the fish line 2 from the bill -Twirl the ball

as slowly as possible.

7. Count the number of circles'in one. minute.

.e, Repeat grasping .the line 34 and 41 from the ball.

9. 'Compare the number of revolutions in One minute to
the radius of revolution , in each trial.

61.

10. Form a conclusion from the Comparisons.

U. Explain what this hid to do with orbiting of satellites.

4
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Experience Cs Observing the relation between the weight lifted

and the speed of revolution

Nkterials needed:

pencil, piece 1" long
paper clip
washers, r inside.diameter, 8

screw round headed, ip

glass tubing, 3" long
ball, hard rubber, about 1" diameter
string, 31 long
clock, with second hand
glue

What to do:

I. Knot one end of the string around the screw. Coat

the screw with glue and twist it into the ball.

Put the other end of the string through the glass tubing.

Knot the piece of pencil on the free end of the string.

Turn the piece of glass tubing one half turn so the

pencil is on the lower side and the ball is above the

tubing. Slip a washer over the pencil, pushing it far

enough up the string to allow the pencil to be turned

perpendicular to the string, preventing the release

of the washer. Drop the washer down the string until

it rests on the wood.

Place a paper clip on the string 6" above the weight

(washer).

Swing the ball, overhead in a horizontal circle, fast

enough to lift the weight until the paper clip is

about 1" below the glass tubing.

6. Count the number of revolutions made by the ball in

one minute.

Repeat the measurement with 2$ 5 and 8 washers for

the weight.

8. Make a graph of the number of revolutions and the

number of washers.

9. Compare the results and draw some conclusions regarding

the relationship between the weight lifted and the speed

of revolution.
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Concept #20 In outer space, the pull of the earth would

be very slight.

EXperience Al Simulating the effect of varying fotces of attraction

on amass

Note: In this experience electro-magnetic, attraction
is used to simulate gravitational attraction.
Be sure the trio forces do not become confused

in the students, minds.

Materials needed:

string, 8fl long, 2 lengths

storage battery, 6 volt
clips, alligator, 12
spring, from screen'door
electromagnet
wire, copper, insulated, 21 long approximately,6

sandpaper
rails, finishing, 2 pennyweight, 6
boards-3M x 3t x 31 long, plywood
knife, switch
bearing, steel ball
book

What to do:

1. Nail one end of the screen door spring to the board

near one corner.

Remcmt the paint from the top of the spring. along the

entire length by rubbing with sandpaper.

Stretch the spring along the side 'of the board and nail

the loose end to the opposite side of the board.

14. Pound a nail part way into the top of each terminal on

the battery.

5, Place the electromagnet midway along the side of the

board across from the door spring. Fasten it securely-
in place by pounding a nail into the board on either

end of the electromagnet and winding a string around

the nail and the electromagnet.
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Experience A (continued):
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6. Attach an alligator clip to,each end of all 6 copper

wires.
. .

.
.

Clamp one alligator clip on one wire onto the nail in

one terminal of the battery. Clamp the other alligator

olip on this first wire to one side of the switch:.',Open

the switch.

Clamp the alligator clips on a second wire, one to the

other side'of the switch and second to one end of the

door spring where the insulation has been removed.

Clamp one end of the third wire near the same end of

the door spring. Lead the other end,underthe board

and around to one. end of the wire on lErgieotromagnet.

10, Connect the fourth wire with one end.grippihg the free

end of the wire forming the electromagnet and the other

grasping the nail in the other battery.terminal. .

11. ',Prop the board on a book "so that the electromagnet is

half war up on the incline..

12. Roll the ball bearing dawn the center of the board,

noting the path of the ball bearing. Mark the place.

from which the ball bearing is released.with pencil.

Close the switch and note the path of the ball bearing

as it rolls down the incline this time.

14. Open the switch. Move the alligator.clip.further, alopg

the door spring.,

15.t Roll the bill bearing dawn the. board again. Observe its

path.

`16. Repeat the'experience. moving the alligitor:clip further

and further away from the end of the spring'where the

other wire is joined.

17. Summarize.the observations. Relate the results.to the

effect of the different amounts of gravitational

attraction of'different astronomicarbodies on an object.

(Moving the alligator clips apart increases the resistance

of the circuit =to the flow ofelectricity. .When less

electricity flowd.through an electromagnet, the magnetic

field is weaker. Decreased magnetic attraction simulates

decreased gravitational attraction.)

13.
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EXperience Bs Observing the effect of distance on the gravity influencing

an object

Note: In this experience electro-magretio attraction

is used to simulate. gravitational attraction.

Be sure the'IUrnices do not become confused

in the students' minds.

Materials needed:

string, 8" longil lengths
storage battery4-6 volt
clips, alligator, 12
spring, from screen door
electromagnet
wire, copper, insulated, 2' long approximately, 6

sandpaper
nails, finishing, 2 pennyweight, 6

board4.3,4Y x x 3* long, plywood
knife, switch
bearing, Steel ball
book.

What to do:

1. Nail one end of the door spring to the board near

one.corner.

Remove the paint from the top of, the spring along the

entire length by rubbing with sandpaper.

StretCh the spring along the side of the board and

nail the loose end to the opposite side of the board.

4. Pound a nail part way into the top of each terminal

on the battery.

5. Place the electromagnet midway along the side of

the board across from the door spring. Fastr.m it

securely in place by pounding a nail into the board

on either end of the electromagnet and winding a

string around the nail and the electromagnet.

6. Attach an alligator clip to each end of all 6

copper wires.

7. Clamp one alligator clip on one wire onto the nail

in one terminal of the battery. Clamp the other

alligator clip on this first. wire to one side of

the switch. Open the switch.
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K.
Experience B (continued):

84: Clamp the alligator clips on a second wire, one to

..the other side of the switch, and the second to one

end of the door 'spring where the insulation has

m6Im For discussion, purposes on.13,

.

been removed.

9. Clamp one .end of theAtUdwirellear.the opposite end

of bhe door spring. Is.(3ad, the other end.under,the

board and around to one,end,of the wire on the electrom

magnet. (It may be necessary to decrease the resistance

to obtain a stronger.magnetic'fieldA

10. Connect the fourth wire With one end gripping the free

end.ofthe.wire.forming the electromagnet and the other

.

grasping the nail in-the-other-battery terminal.

11. Close the switch. Roil the ball bearing down the

board so it passes close to the electromagnet. Observe

the path the ball bearing follows.

12. Repeat the experiment several times starting the ball

bearing further across the board away from the electrom

magnet. Observe the path each' time.

13. Summarize the cbservations. Relate the results to

the effect of greater distance on the gravitational

attraction between the object and the earth,

(Rote: This experience depends on the fat that the
mathenatical relationship of the distance

Eamon objectii-i4d-the effective gravitational
and magnetic attraction is identical.),
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Experience. C: Showing the decrease in weight resulting from increased

distance from the earth

Materials needed:

chart, Appendix C
pencil
paper'
papers graph

What to do:

1. Assume that a 100 pound boy standing on the surface of

the earth is 4,000 miles from the .center of the earth =s

gravity.

2. Secure data for the weight of the boy at greater

distances,fram the earth. (Note: Assume no other

astronomical bodies influence theweight of the boy;

that is, assume the boy moves in a:direction away

from the sun and the other,planets.)

Graph the weight against the distance from the center

of the earth. Use increases of 1,000 miles. for 4,000

to 10,000 miles; 3.46,o'use distances'of 4,000, 5,000,

6000, 7,000, 8,000, 9,000 and 10,000

4. Ifte a second graph of the weight of the boy against

distance using an increase of 102000 mileb for the

boy's weight up to 500000 miles, i.e., use distances

of 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, 40,000, and 50,C00 miles.

5. Assume that the distance of 3,60000002000 miles is

nearby "outer space."

6. Summarize the results and draw a conclusion explaining

the effect of the earth's gravity on an object in outer

space.
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Concept #21 - Many natural phenomena result from the pull of the
earth; e.g., weight, water running downhill.

Experience A: Experiencing fatigue caused by gravity

What to do:

1. Hold your arms straight out from your sides.

2. Observe whether your arms feel heavy.

3. Note whether your arms seem to get heavier.

4. Use a clock with a second hand'to measure the
length of time you can keep your arms straight out.

5. Explain why you have become tired.
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Experience B: Observing that objeCti roll d6wnhill

Materials needed:

mail tube-,;Or Other cylindrical, Object

board, shelf frotrbookcate
roller skate,or,other wheeled devlce
booke

Concept #23.

:

What to do:

1. Prop up one end of the board on a book:

2.- Roll a mail tube down the sloping board,

-3.. Increase the amount of slope of the board by placing a

'second 'book on the first boOk under tbeboard. Roll

the mail tube down again.

:Try: a roller skate or any other-wheked device.

Develop an understanding that gravity is force acting
indirectly on the objects moving. down an inclined plane.

Identify the force which causes rocks to roll downhill.

C.*

IM
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Experience C: Tracing the direction of flow of moving water

Materials needed:

physical features map of the United States

physical features map of Einnesota
plaster of Paris
sand
water
stick

What to do:

1. Obtain a physical features map of the United States..
Point out that all rivers run from higher to lower ground.

Trace the flaw of the Mississippi River, noting changes

in elevation.

Repeat tracing the flaw of Columbia Rilmr Red River
of the north, and other rivers.

Go out into the school yeard, Find a place where the

water drainage divides in two directions, 4 street
is raised in.the middle to provide a water drainage

"divide".)

Define the terms "divide" and "continental divide" in

terms of the observations.

6. Form a plaster of Paris and sand model contour map to

show the physical features of the school yeard. Use a

stick to stir the mixture and to shape the model,

Allow the model to harden.

Sprinkle water over the model and observe the directions

that the water flows.

Study a physical features map of Minnesota. Identify

the two continental divides in the state.
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Experience Ds Discovering that tile center, of gravity moves downhill

Materials needed:

boards, x x 210 2

book
paper cups, cone shaped, 2

string
tape, masking

What to do:

1. Place the two, boards beside each other. Bind the two

boards together at one end.

2., Separate the.opposite ends so that the'boards form a IT",

3. Place the separated ends of the boards on the book.

1. Place-,the lips of the two cups against one another.

Tape theia together,

5. Place the paper cups.(double cone) on the boards.

6. Observe whether the cups roll dOwn the inclined plane.

7 Explain the results.
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Experience E: Discovering that easily moved objects shift to move the

greatest amount of weight closest to the earth

Materials needed:

ping pong ball
wax, "Sealstilo
book
student desk

What to do:

1. Place a ping pong ball on a book which is resting flat

on 4 desk.

Tip up one end of the book slightly and momentarAy;

and lower it again.

Observe what happened to the ball.

Replace the ball and raise another side of the book

slightly.

Explain why the ball moves.

6. Repeat many times, tipping the book in different directions,

7. Predict which direction the ball will move if the book

is tilted in a specific direction. Test the prediction.

Decide what determines the direction of the movement of

the ball.

9. Punch a slight0permanent depression into the ball.
Place a small piece of wax in the depression. Repeat

the experiment,

10. Explain why the results are different.
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Experience F: Observing how the center of gravity of an. object always

moves as close to the earth as possible

Materials needed:

potato, very small (cut a large potato into eighths)

fork, metal, 2.
pencil, long
table
bottle, tall, small mouth, with cap

What to do:

1. Push the sharpened end of the pencil throuiti the width

.of the potato. Allow the sharpened .end of the pencil

to extend about lin beyond the-pOtato,''

2. Stick one of the forks with the handle-' curving downward

into the potato beneath the place where the sharp end

of the pencil ewes out of the potato 'at an angle close

to the horizontal. Note- that the handle of the fork

.is pointed ,.in the same diredtion as the pencil point.

3. Lei the side of the sharpened end'of.the pencil on

the table With the fork extendingbelow-and beneath

the. table edge Adjust the location of the fork if

balance is not obtained.

b. Tap the long end of the pencil gently. Observe what,

happens.

5. Pull the pencil out of the potato until only the'

sharpened.point-extends beyond the potato.

6. Insert ,a second fork intb the potato at the same angle

. as the first fork on the other side of the sharpened

I. pencil point.

7. Balance the point of the Tenon on the cap of the tall

bottle. Adjust the force to obtain balance.

8. Explain in terms of eenter of gravity'w4y the potato

does not fall to the floor.
I

.4-I
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Experience G: Discovering that Bogs objects do not move towards the

center of the earth unless work is done on them

Materials needed:

plaster of Paris
sand
Water
marble
screen, window, about 6" x 18"

pencil
cardboard, 12" x 12"
hair pins, 6

What to do:

1. Roll the screen into a cone shape. Weave a hair pin

through the screen at the top and the bottom of the

cone to hold it in shape.

Rest the cone on the cardboard and draw a circle

around the base.

Push both ends of the other 4 hair pins through the

cardboard at places spaced along the circlp drawn

on the cardboard. PUsh each hair pin through the

screen and twist the ends together.

4. Coat the screen cardboard with a mixture of
plaster of Paris and sand to make a model of a hill.

Form a small depression at the top of the hill.

Allow the model to harden.

5. Place a marble in the depression on the top of the hill.

6. Note whether the marble rolls downhill.

.7. Suggest a way to cause the marble to roll downhill.

Predict which side it will roll down. Note that

every suggestion includes some way of'doing work on

the marble.

Test the prediction.

9. Explain the results.
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Concept #23.

Experience B4- Observing that the rate of fall of two objects does

11 not depend on the horizontal distance

Materials needed:

pennies, 2
table
ruler

What to do:

..f

0.

J. Place the two pennies near the edge of the table.

2. Push them off the table with a ruler which.is'.moving

parallel to the edge of the table._:Observe whether

both. 4trike the floor at the same time. (It may be

easier to determine whether they strike at the same

time if the es are shut and the results determined'

by sound.)

34 Place the ,two pennies near-the:edge of-the:table about

6"- apart.

h. Grasp one end of the ruler and hold it in place 1/6o

from the edge of the table.

5. Swing the ruler-- in a.wideerc, pushing the pennies,

off the table at the same time.. Observe whether

both pennies strike the floor'at-the same time.

6. Decide whether the hOtizontal distance the pennies

travel makes any difference in the time required, for

them to fall a 'given:distance.

;

1
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EXperience Is Learning that moring objects fall unless another forcli
is stronger than the force of gravity

Materials needed:

string, 23- feet long
ping pong ball
wax, uSealstix"

What to do:

1. Attach a string to a ping pong ball with some wax.

2. Grasp the other' end of the string. Swing the ball in
an arc. 'Observe the the ball rises in an arc, stops,
and swings downward in the same arc.

Note the ball moves downward, but is not pulled
downward by the string.

4. Swing the ball in an arc again.

5. Move your hand quickly towards the ball as it rises
near one end of the arc. Observe what happens to
the ball.

Swing the ball in a gradually increasing arc but not
in a complete circle. Note that after the string has
gone above the position where the string is horizontal,
the ball falls straight down if it is not swinging too
rapidly.

Explain the observations.
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Concept #22 Weight is an important factor when planning a

rocket's escape from the earth's gravity.

Experience A: Discovering there is a limit to the height an object

can attain related to the amount of energy available

Materials needed:

string, about 101 long
crayon
yard stick
washers, 10
brick, heavy construction

What to do:

1. Knot the washers in one end of the string.

2. Lay the string on a flat surface. Use the yard stick

to measure lengths on the string. Mark the string

with a crayon every 6".

Hang the string from the ceiling by tieing it to some

firmly mounted object.

Stand beside the string and reach up as high as possible,

note the number of marks up to the tips of the fingers.

5. Jump up as high as possible and touch the string.

6. Calculate the height of the jump by counting the number

of marks reached in the jump and subtracting the number

of marks reached in step 4. (Greater accuracy can be

obtained by estimating the fractional distance between

marks reached during the jump.) Mhltiply the difference

by 601.

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6. Calculate an average.

8. &plain why it is not possible to jump much higher.

9. Grasp the brick in one hand. Jump up as high as

possible and touch the string.

10. Calculate the height of the jump in the same way as

step 6.
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U. .aplain why the height of the jump With the brick iø
different from the height of the jump without the brick.

P. Suggest ways of obtaining additional energy so that it
may be possible to lump higher.

33. &plain why a heavy load requires more fuel for energy
than a light weight load during launching a satellite
into orbit.
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Experience B: Calculating the ratio of the weight of the fuel required

to the weight of the.pay load. put into orbit.

Materials needed:

reference materials periodicals,. encyclopedias)

paper
pencil

What to do:

2. Consult reference materials which provide data about

the weight of rocket fuel and the weight of the satellite

for many different satellites.

Mhke-a chart containing this information. Include in

the chart a fraction calculated from the data using the

weight of the fuel as the numerator and tha weight of

the satellite as denominator.

Summarize the information,and.formulate,a.general
statement about the importance.Of weight to the ease

of 'escaping the earth!s graVity.
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Experience C: Discovering the importance of weight in designing devices

for low level flying

Materials needed:

reference materials (recent periodicals, books)

What to do:

1. Read recent periodicals about new devices planned for

use in low altitude flying; e.g., Army's air floating

jeep, Marine's individual jet propulsion unit.

Explain how these devices operate. Explain how energy

is used to work against gravity.

3. Discover whether heavier objects require more energy

than lighter objects.

Prepare a.report for the class using this information

to illustrate the importance of weight in determining

the amount of energy required for getting off the

surface of the earth.
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Concept #23 - To get into°interplanetary space a rocket must
"push, harder than the earth pulls.

EXperienoe A: Discovering the effect of balanced forces in a tug-of-war

Materials needed :.

rope's 61 long

*at to do:

1. Go out onto the playground.

2. Form two teams of five children each for a tug- of-war

3. Have each team pull on different ends of the rope.

L. Note that when the two teams pull equally hard the
center of the rope does not move.

5. Have another child join one team and note the direction
that the center of the rope moves. Change the direction
of movement by having the child join the other team.

Explain what happens when two forces are equal.
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Experience B: Discovering the effect of balanced and unbalanced forces

Materials needed:

spring balances, 2

What to do:

1. Hook the two spring balances together..

2. Pull equal]y hard in opposite directions with both

spring balances. Note that the balances do not move.

3. Pull harder with first one and then the other spring

balance. Observe the direction the balances move.

L. Explain why the balances move.
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Experience C: Discovering why satellites remain in orbit

Materials needed:

single pulleys, 2

spring scale
weight, 1 oz.
nails, 2 pennyweight, 3

string, 51 long
washer, 7/1601

compasses
piece plywood, 21 x 21

Dennison paper fastener, 1/211

terrestrial globe
rectangular iron support

wax, uSealstix"
ruler, rigid
scissors
chalk, soft

What to do:

1. Nail the two pulleys to opposite corners of the plywood.

2. Pound the third nail, into the plywood-at one of the other

corners.

Thread the string through the washer. Knot the washer

in the center of the string.

Thread one end of the string over each of the pulleys.

5. Loop the washer over the nail in the third corner.

6.. Tie a loop in both ends or the string.

7. Prop the plywood up so that one pulley is down and the

washer and other pulley are on the upper side of the

board. Lean the board against a wall or support it

with a rectangular iron support.

Move it to the edge of the table so that the string

from the lower pulley can hang over the edge.

Hang the 1 oz. weight from the loop at the lower side

of the board. Slip the hook of the spring scale in the

other loop and pull with a 1 oz, force.

Remove the washer from the nail. Insert a soft piece

of chalk, through the washer.

10. Note that the Chalk is in the center of the washer.

Hold the washer in place and make a dot on the board.

Allow the washer to move slowly across the board. Make

a dot in the center of the washer when it has stopped

moving.
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11. Draw a line to connect the two dots to indicate the

direction the washer moved. (The chalk may have made

a line already).

32. Compare the direction the washer moved to the two

directions in which it was pulled.

13. Change the direction of the plywood so that the other pulley

is down. Repeat steps '8 to 12.

14. Explain why the washer does not move in either of the two

directions it is being pulled.

5. Draw' a circle 1" in diameter on the cardboard. Draw

three pairs of parallel lines 1/2" apart and about 12" long.

16. Cut out the circle and the three pairs of lines. Cut a

point in one end of each cardboard strip to make it

into an arrow.

17. Join the blunt ends of the arrows and the center of the

circle together with a paper fastener.

18. Use two arrows to show the direction of the pull (the

1 oz. weight and the 1 oz. force) and the third arrow

to show the direction of movement of the oircle (washer).

19. Use this model to'show that the circle moves in a

direction halt way between the two pulls.

.20. Hold the model near the globe so that one of the arrows

points towards the center of the earth and that another

is at 900:angles to the first arrow.

. 21. Shaw the direction that the circle move with the
,f

. third arrow.

22. Repeat steps 20 and 21.a.large number Hof times at different

.

pladeS'above the surface of the globe. Note the direction

that the circle takes as it is moved around the globe.

23. Compare 'the Movement of the circle around the globe to

the orbiting of.a satellite..

Identify the arrow representing the gravitational pull

of the earth and the arrow representing the movement of

the rocket towards space. Explain how forces keep a

satellite "falling" around the earth.
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Experience Ds Observing the effect of two opposing forces

Materials needed:

wooden spool
ball, sponge rubber, 1" diameter
screw, round headed, 1/2" long
fish line, io long
scissors
weight, 1/2 lb.
clock, with second hand

What to. do:

1. Tie one end of the fish line securely to the screw.
Trim off any excess string at the knot.

Twist the screw into the ball as far as possible.

3. Thread the fish line through the spool, Tie the

weight to the free end.

4. Grasp the spool. Twirl the ball overhead,

Count the number of circles the ball must make in.one
minute to hold the weight when a short length of line
is between the ball and the spool. Count the number of
circ3es in one minute which are required when the length
is long.

Compare the results.

7. Explain the observations in terns of two forces --
gravity and angular momentum,

8. Explain how the experience illustrates that satellites
close to the earth require less time for one revolution
than those further away from the earth.
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Concept #21 - The harder a rocket "pushes" away from the earths

the farther it can go before it begins to fall.

Experience'A: Relating the amount of effort exerted to the altitude

obtained

Materials needed:

ball

What to do:

;

1. Throw a ball vertically into the air. Note how high

it goes.

2. Throw the ball many more times varying the amount of

effort used. Note haw, high it goes each time.

3. Compare the amount of effort used to the height the

ball rose.

4 Summarize the observations. Explain haw the results
illustrate that the harder a rocket 11:pushes"the higher

it rises before falling.

A

1

;§.
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Experience 13: Illustrating the relationship of the amount of energy
to the distance traveled

Materials needed:

pencil
paper
Park's Satellite Rocket, Park Plastics, Linden, N. Jr.

water, cool, clear
tape measure
chalk

What to do:

1. Go out on the playground. Mark a chalk maricon the

ground.

2. Fill the rocket about 1/2 full of water.

3. Stand on the mark. Pump the air into the rocket with

one full stroke.

Fire the rocket horizontally. asure the distance
the rocket travels.

5. Repeat the experiment, using 2) 3 and 4 full strokes.
Record the distance. Consult the directions to find
whether it is possible to repeat using 6 and 8 strokes.

6. Graph the number of strokes against the distance.

-7. :Formulate a conclusion regarding the relationship
between the effort used and the diStance- traveled.
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Concept #25 - A rocket which "pushes" hard enough can go
farther than the distance beyond which the
earth can pull it back.

Experience A: Observing the action s of an object freed from centripetal force

Materials needed:

ball, sponge rubber, 1" diameter
screw, round headed, 1/2" long

fish line, 11 long
scissors

What to do:

1. Tie one end of the fish line securely to the screw.

Trim off any excess string at the knot.

2. Twist the screw into the ball as far as possible.

3. Grasp the fish line at the end away from the ball.

I. Twirl the ball in a circle.

5. Let go of the line. Observe whether the ball continues

in the circular path.

Repeat many times to determine whether there is any
pattern to the direction in which the released ball

travels.

7. Relate the results to the escape of a rocket from

the earth 's gravitational pull.
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Experience B: Simulating the movement of an object beyond the
earth's gravity

Materials needed:

weight, 1/2 lb.
thread

4

What to do:

1. Go outside on the playground. Stand away from the school

building.

2. Tie a half pound weight to a piece of thread.

3. Swing it in a circle. Observe what happens when it
swings rapidly enough to break the thread. Take care
that no children can be struck by the weight either
while swinging in a circle or after the thread has

. broken..

It. Relate this to the, escape from the gravitational
attraction of the earth of a rocket which has reached
escape velocity. (It is important to remember the
earth's gravitational pull does not stop suddehly. The

gravitational pull decreases with an increase in distance.

t.
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Experience. C: Reviewing the history of space probes beyond the

earth's gravity

Materials needed:

reference materials
paper
pencil

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials to find data on the

attempts to orbit the moon, sun, Venus and Mars.

Find information concerning:

.a. How far each space vehical traveled.

b. Whether the space vehicle will return to the earth.

Prepare a report for the class about space vehicles

which have gone so far the, earth cannot pull them back.
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Concept #26 . It is possible to place objects out into space by

starting them with enough force and speed to

escape the gravity of the.earth.

Experience A: Review Experience C from Concept. #25
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Experience B: Reviewing manned orbital flights which escaped the

earths gravity

Materials needed:

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials concerning the orbital

flights of Friendship 7, Aurora 7, and Sigma 7.

2. Find out whether these space capsules were "weightless"

at any time. Prepare a report for the class explaining

how weightlessness is a result of escape from the

earth's gravity.
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Concept #27 . In order for an object to escape 'the gravity of

the earth, it must reach .a greater speed than
that required to orbit the earth.

Experience A: Relating the launching speed to the kind of orbit or to

escape from the earth's gravity

Materials needed:

reference materia9 periodicals ancyclopedias)

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials to obtain data on orbiting

satellites,

Maie a chart of the launching and orbital speeds and

the distance at apogee and perogee for each satellite.

Compare theit speeds to the,apogee distances,' Note

that the higher satellites do not need so much speed to

go into orbit but require a greater launching speed to

place them further from the earth.
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Concept #28 Gravity decreases as one leaves the earth, but

increases as one approaches other astronomical
bodies.

4xperience A: Viewing an illustration of a change of gravity resulting
from a change in distance between objects

Materials needed:

film, "Gravity"
motion picture projector, 16 mm'

projection screen

What to do:

1. View the film, "Gravity." See the annotation in the

film bibliography.

'FormUlate an explanation of the. effect ;distance has

on the:strength of gravitational attraction of

astronomical; bodies.
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Concept.#29, -; The moon opullsir on things On the earth.
.

Experience A: Finding' pictures of tide differences which are the

, result of the moon's pull

r +

'Materials needed:

books, reference (geography, encyclopediad)

.

What to do:

1. Look in reference books to locate pairs of pictures

showing the same plabe during high and low tides,
.(The 13ay bf Fundy he.s a Oi feet tide difference.)

4

4'

2. Read a deScription of the reason behind' ,the twice

daily occurence of high and low tides.
. .

3, Consilt he references further to find the answers
to `the' questibiis:

a. Does Lake Superior. have ,tides?

b. Are,there tides. in the earth's atmosphere?

4. Prepare a report for the class explaining the causes

of tides.

5. Look for other examples of the effects of the moonts
pull on the earth.

For high achievers:

1 Consult references to find an explanation of spring

and neap tides,

2. Explain what other astronomical body or bodies exert

a gravitational attraction on the earth.
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Experience B: Explaining the action of water tides

Materials needed:

balloon
globe, terrestrial

What to do:

1. Have a child who has gone on vacation to the seashore
describe the change in the location of the shore
resulting from the tides in the ocean.

2. Blow up a balloon and knot the end.

Pull on part of the balloon and observe how the
balloon changes shape.

Look, at the globe. Imagine something is pulling on
the water in the Pacific Ocean. Conclude what effect
the pull would have.

Compare the rubber balloon pushing on the air in the

balloon to the force of gravity pulling on the ocean's
water.

Explain the causes of tides.

"ww.T.:0
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Concept #30 . The gravitational pull on surface objects is

greater on the earth than on the moon.

Experience A: Simulating an illustration of objects with different

gravitational:attraction

Note: This experience actually hae nothing to do

with gravitational attraction; gravitational

attraction is simulated by magnetic attraction.

Materials needed:

magnets, bar, with different strengths, 2

ruler, non-magnetic IspnIMMEMOOMPIP

ball bearing, steel, small

thumb tacks, many

What to do:

1. Test the strength of each magnet by bringing each near

a pile of thumb tacks. Record the strength of the

magnets as the number of tacks it can lift.

Lay the ruler on a smooth, level surface.

30 Place one end of the stronger magnet even with the

beginning of the ruler.

Lay the ball bearing beside the opposite end, of the

ruler and very slowly move it towards the magnet.

5. Read the distance of the ball bearing from the magnet

when it begins to move toward the magnet due to

magnetic attraction. Repeat the measurement and

average the results.

6. Place the ball bearing near the magnet. Nom it away

from the magnet until it is no longer pulled to the

magnet. Read and record the distance.

7. Repeat the measurement several times and average the

results.

8. Average the distance found in steps 5 and 7.
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.

Experience A (continued)i.

9. Replace the stronger magnet with the weaker magnet.

Repeat steps 4 through 8, using the weaker magnet.

10. Compare the results for the tWo magnets. Note that

the stronger magnet attracts the ball bearing more

strongly,than the weaker magnet.
,

11. Assume that gravitational attraction of-44ferent

objects can be different as the force of the

magnetic attraction in the above experience. Explain

how thie.difference simulates the difference 'in the

earth's and monis gravitatianal.attraction".
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bcperience B: Calculating the effect of the moon's gravity on an

object

Materials needed:

pencil
paper
data "Some Astronomical Facts and Approximations for

Teaching," Appendix A

What to do:

1. Assume the pull of the moon's gravity is,equal to
0.16 of the pull of the earth's gravity.

Calculate how much a boy, weighing 100 pounds on
earth, would weigh on the moon.

3. Discuss the problems and advantages which would be
a result of this weight.

For over-achievers:

1. Refer to the data found in Appendix A and calculate
the weight of a boy weighing 100 pounds on earth if
he were on the surface of the other planets of the
solar system.

Compute the weight of a 100 pound boy, measured on
the surface of the earth, if he were able to exist
on the "surface" of the sun. Assume the sun's
gravity is 28 times the earth's gravity.
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Experience C: Simulating the gravitational field between the earth

and the moon

Note: Explain that for the purpose of the
demonstration one magnet represents the
earth and the other the moon, and that
gravitational energy is represented by
magnetic energy to simulate gravitational
energy takes advantage ofthe identical
mathematical relationasha. of distance to

effective force.

Materials needed:

magnets, bar, different in strength, 2
thudb.tacksor paper clips .

graph paper,
tape, masking
thread
ring clamp

.

rectangular iron support

What to do:

.1. Test the strength of the magnets by seeing how many

thumb tacks. each magnet Can pick up at one -Wm.

*Let the stronger magnet symbolize earth; the weaker

the moon..

34. Take a strip of graph paper. 3" long by 1" wide. Place

the strip on the flat surface of a desk or table.

I. Tape the north end of one magnet to one end of the

strip. Tape the south end of the second, magnet to
the other end of the same strip.

Suspend a thumb tack by a thread from a ring clamp

attached to a rectangular support so that the suspended

tack rests lightly on the strip between the two magnets.

6. Assume that the tack represents a space ship.

Move the tack back and forth along the strip until
the place where the force of the two magnets equalize

one another is located; i.e., the "ship" does not

move as a result of attraction to either astronomical

body.
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erience C (continued):'

8. Move the tack toward the magnet representing the earth.

Concept #30

9. Note that the tack is attracted and would move to the
"earth" if the thread would permit.

10. Move the tack in opposite direction toward the "moon"
magnet.

11. Observe that as the "ship" is drawn to the "moon"
magnet when the "moon's attraction!'_ becomes stronger
than that of the "earth."

12. Use the observations to explain why a -space vehicle
moving between the earth and the moon would be pulled
to the earth or to the moon if its forward momentum
becomes zero.
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Concept #31 - The closer an object is to the moon the
greater is the mutual attraction.

Experience A: Viewing instructional films which explain gravitational

attraction

Materials needed:

film, "Gravity"
film, "Gravity . How It Affects Us"
motion picture projector, 16 mm
projection screen

'What to do:

1. View the film, "Gravity."

2. Discuss the effect of the distance between objects on
the gravitational attraction.

View the film, "Gravity - How It Affects Us."

4. Make a statement relating the distance between an
object and an astronomical body to their mutual attraction.
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Concept #32 As two objects approach each others the greater
is the mutual attraction.

Experience A: Repeat Experience C for Concept #30



Concept #32

Experience B:

m99- For discussion purposes only

For over-achievers:

Discovering the relationship of gravitational attraction
to distance

Materials needed:

pencil
paper
books, 2
yardstick.

What to do:

1. Place the books 11 apart on a table top.

2. Assume that the gravitational attraction between them
is equal to a number (which is not known) divided by
the product of the distance between them times the
distance between them.

(gravitational attraction m ? )

Tra)

Calculate this G.A. (gravitational attraction = ?

1 x 1
G.A. ?)

3. Move the books so they are 21 apart. Calculate the
gravitational attraction, G.A. = ? *?

rcer;
Repeat step 3 using distances of 31, 41 and 51.

5. Compare the answers. Forma late an explanation in your
own words of the relationahip of gravitational attrac-
tion and distance. (The teacher may find the infora-
tion in "A Nathematicl Comparison of the Earth's
Natural and Proposed Artificial Satellites," Appendix D,
interesting and helpful.)
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Concept #33 . Gravitational energy is opposed with parachutes.

Experience A: Observing a difference in rate of fall due to a change in

air resistance

Materials needed:

eraser, rubber

ladder, St

handkerchief
thread
stop watch or clock with second hand

pencil
paper,

What to do:

1. Climb to the top of the ladder. Raise the eraser as

high as possible.

Drop the rubber eraser to the floor.

3. Note that the object,falls rapidly because there is

little air resistance.

Repeat several times, measuring the time required for

the fall. Take care that the eraser is released from
the same height each time.

Make a parachute by taking a large handkerchief and
tying a thread to each corner of the handkerchief to

represent the cords of a parachute. Tie the ends of
thread together and attach the rubber eraser to the
tied end of the "parachute cords."

Drop the parachute with eraser from the same height to

the floor. Note that the eraser falls more slowly when
there is more air resistance provided by the, handkerchief.

7. Repeat several times, measuring the time required for

the fall and find the average.

8. Draw conclusions based on the observationy.
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Experience B: Finding applications for the use of parachutes which

oppose gravity

Materials needed:

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)

pencil

paPeT

What to do:

1. Consult reference. materials to find. examples of the

use ofparachutes to work against gravity. T,Do not

include "drag parachutes" used by airplanes because
their parachutes are not working against gravity.)

Make a chart which lists these used and prepare an
oral report of this information for the class. Be

sure to explain the uses of paradhutes in space

travel.
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Concept #34 - When approaching the earth, rockets and/or
parachutes must be used to work againdt the

earth's gravity to slow down the vehicle and

thus prevent destructive impact.

Experience A: Discovering what methods are used to slowthe descent of

a space capsule

Materials needed:

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)

pencil,
paper

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials describing the three

orbital flights of the astronauts.

Find descriptions of the methods used to slow the

descent of the Vehicle for re-entry.

Find what methods are used to slow the descent in the

earth's atmosphere.

Prepare a report for the class which summarizes this

information.
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Concept #3,5 - To insure a safe landing on any astronomical

body, the space vehicle would have to use a

:force against gravity to slow its descent.

erience A: Illustrating the operation of a retrorocket

Materials needed:

balloon, long not round

ladder, 51 or longer

medicine dropper, without

rubber bulb ,

triangular file
liquid petroleum burner

What to do:

match
cloth
asbestos pad
rubber band
watch with second hand

1. Cut the medicine dropper in half to obtain-a short

piece of glass tubing with a tapered.end. Fire

polish the, cut end. (Review the instructions on

.
cutting and fire polishing'glassAubing in the

chemistry unit.)

2. Insert the wider end of the out medicine, dropper into

the neck of the balloon, and secure it with a rubber

band twisted around the joint.

3. Blow into the medicine dropper to inflate the balloon.

Twist the neck of the balloon to keep the air from

escaping. Roll a few ttrns of the rubber band onto

the neck of the balloon to keep, the balloon sealed.

L Climb the ladder. Hold the balloon near the ceiling

and drop it. Record the time required for the fall.

Rapeat the timing 2 or 3 times and average the times

recorded.

6, Place a finger over the end of the medicine dropper to

close it as the rubber band is rolled back onto the

medicine dropper. Hold the balloon near the ceiling

and record the time required for it to fall to the floor.
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Experience A (continued):

Concept #35

7. Repeat the timing 2 or 3 times and find the average

of these times. (It is possible to change the rate

of fall by using a larger or smaller opening on the

tapered end of the medicine dropper.)

`8. Compare the times required for the balloon to fall

to the floor. Use the observations to develop an

explanation for the use of retro-rockets to obtain

a "soft" landing for a space vehicle.
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Experience B: Review experience A for Concept #19

fa
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Experience C: Reviewing proposed plans to insure safe landings on
the moon

Materials needed:

referenoe materials (periodicals; encyclopedias)
pencil
paper

What to dot

1. Consult reference materials to find information on the
proposed Project Apollo.

Find information about the methods which have been
suggested to slow the space vehicles descent to the
surface of the moon.

Note whether they are methods different from those
used to slow a space Capsule's descent to the earth.

4. Prepare-a report for then class concerning this
information.'
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Concept #36 - -kir resists the force, which would put an object

in motion.

Experience A: Discovering air resists an object moving through it

Materials neededi

cardboard, 21 x 31

What to do:

1 .- po.Out onto the playground.

2. Hold the cardboard out flat in front of the body.

Run rapidly for a short distance. Note whether much

effort is required.

Stop to rest for one minute; then run slowly for a

short distance.. Note the amount of effort required.

CompaTe the amount of effort. Repeat the experience

several times and compare again.

Explain the difference. Draw a conclusion relating

the speed of movement of an object through the air to

the amount of resistance from the air.

§. Explain how this experience illUstrates one problem

related to the return of space. capsules to the earth's

surface.
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Experience EXperiencing the air resistance acting on objects moving

through air

Materials needed:

cardboards about 21x 3'
stop watch, or watch with second hand

pencil
paper.

What to doi

1. Go out onto, the playground..

2, Divide the children into equally sized groups.

3. Line'one,group,Up on each end of the playground.

4. Have one child run as fast as possible across the

playground holding the cardboard out flat in front

of him.
,

5. Have him hand' the cardboard to the:.Child at the head

of the line. Have the second ChilA run back to the

other line.. Record his time.

6. ,Continue passing the cardboard back; and forth between

the two lines until *everyone has had a turn.

7. Find the average of the times..

8. Have each child run the.same distance without carrying

the cardboard. Record the time required for each.

9., Find the average of the times.

10. Compare the results. Draw conclusions concerning
the effect of air resistance.

11. Explain the importance of this resistance to re -entry

of a space capsule into the earth's atmosphere.
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Experience C: Measuring the amount of air resistance_ produced by the
same object moving at different speeds

Materials needed:

sipper straw, paperoor plastic
rubber band, narrow
cardboard,. 11 x 1
string, 3 long, 5 pieces
glue
pencil

What to do:

1. Go out onto the playground.

2. Punch a small hole in each corner of the cardboard.
Tie one end of each string to each of the corners.

Knot the opposite ends of all four strings together.

Attach the rubber band to the knot. .

5. Tie the fifth string to the other side of the rubber band.

6. Lay the straw along the length of the rubber band. Glue
one end of the straw to one end of the rubber band or

the knot.

Hake a pencil mark on the straw to indicate the length
of the rUbber band when it is not stretched. Mark the

straw at equal Intervals towards the opposite end of
the straw.'

8. Grasp the single string on the rubber band.

9. Run, dragging the cardboard. Observe the straw to see
how much the rubber band stretches.

10. Run at different speeds and observe whether the rubber

band always stretches the same amount.

11. Summarize the results. Enplain what information this
experience provides about air resistance.
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Experience D: Discovering the effect of currents of air on the

effective air resistance

Materials needed:

cardboard, about 2: x 31
stop watch, or watch with second hand

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Go out onto the playground on a windy. day.

2. Divide the children into equally sized groups.

3. Line one group up on one side of the playground so

the wind'is blowing directly on the children's backs.

I. Line the second group up facing the wind.

Have one child run as fast as possible across the

playground holding the cardboard out flat in front

of him. Record the time required.

Have him hand the cardboard to the,child at the head

of the. line. Have the second child run back to the

other line. Record this time.

7. Continue passing the cardboard back and forth between

the two lines until everyone has had a turn.

Find the average of the times when running with the

Wind and the average for running against the wind.

Compare the results and draw conclusions concerning

the effect of currents of air on objects moving through

them.
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Experience E: Measuring the effort required to overcome a resistance which

simulates the effects of air resistance

Materials needed:

aquarium, large or wash tub
clothes pin (not spring type)

string, 5 pieces about 4" long
jar cap
spring scale
naill 2 pennyweight
hammer

What to do:

1. Tie one end of a string around the top of the clothes

pin. Make a loop in the opposite'end.of the string.

2. Fill the aquarium 3/4 full with water.

Hook the spring scale in the loop of the string.

place the clothes pin in the aquarium near one end.

4. Pull the clothes pin across the aquarium. Read and

record the effort required.

5. Tie one end of each of the other four strings to the

clothes pin. Adjust the location of the strings so

that each string is about. 900 around the clothes pin

from the other strings.

Punch 4 holes at equal distances along the edge of

the jar cap using the hammer to drive the nail through

the metal. Take care not to make nail holes in the

desk top.

7. Tie one string through each hole.

8. Start near one end of the aquarium and drag the clothes

pin across the length. Read the spring scale and record

the effort required.

9. Compare the observations and draw conclusions based on

the results.
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Concept #37 - The resistance caused by air moving over an object

is called air friction.

Ekperience A: Observing an increase in air friction with an increase

of speed

Materials needed:

bicycle
automobile

What to do:

1. Go out onto the sidewalk.

2. Fan the air with a hand. Note whethe- it is possible

to detect the air resisting the motion.

3. Ride the bicycle slowly down the block. Hold a hand
out against the wind and observe whether the air
resists this motion.

Ride the bicycle rapidly. Note the air resistance to

a hand held up against the wind.

Ride in an automobile. Hold a hand out the window for

a short distance taking care not to strike anything.
Note whether the air resistance is strong.

6. Summarize the observations. Explain the differences in

the amount of air friction observed,
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Ekperience B: Studying the effect of air fkiction on a space capsule

Materials needed:

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials to find information about

the re-entry heat of space capsules.

2. &plain where the heat comes from.

3. Find whether suggestions that hatre been made propose

ways to decrease air friction or ways to get rid of

heat (or both).
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Concept #38 An object moving through air produces air friction.

Experience A: Illustrating a method of decreasing air friction

Materials needed:

cardboard, corrugated, at least 31 x 31
string, 5 pieces, about 31 long
scissors, 8"

What to do:

1. Punch a hole in each corner of a stiff piece of
corrugated cardboard.

Tie a string to each corner and knot all four pieces
together above the! center of the cardboard. Tie a
long string to the knot.

3. Grasp the string, placing it over a shoulder and run
across the playground, noting whether the cardboard
makes it hard to run.

Cut the cardboard into four equal sized pieces. Punch
holes into the four corners of one piece and knot a
different piece of string into each corner.

5. Repeat the experience with the smaller piece of cardboard.

6. Compare the amount of effort required. Relate the
observations to the importance of reducing air resistance
in rockets.
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Experience B: Observing an effect of air friction

Materials needed:

paper, 5" x 8", lightweight

What to do:

1. Grasp both sides of one and of the 5" x 8" piece of

paper and hold it in a horizontal position. Note

that the paper drops downward toward the opposite end.

2. Hold the paper just below the lips. Blow horizontally

over the paper. Observe what happens.

3. Blow slightly upward. Observe azr changes. (The air

follows the surface of the paper and appears to pull

it up to the horizontal. The friction between the

paper and the air is continuous as 'the paper stays in

contact with the air- stream.)
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Experience C: Feeling the heat created by air friction

Concept #38

Materials needed:

bicycle tire pump

What to do:

1. Hold the pump firmly in pi-gee with your feet.

2. Direct the nozzle at the end of the rubber tubing
toward some bare skin.

3. Pump vigorously.

4: Note whether the temperature of the skin changes as
the rapidly moving gai rubs against it. (Although the

air is slightly warmed by compression in the pumps any
heat that may be observed is primarily due to the
friction of the high speed gas rapidltmoving.in contact
with a solid. In a descending or re-entering rocket,
the heat created by air friction makes necessary the use
of a heat shield.)
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Concept #39 - The density (concentration) of air affects

the amount of friction.

Experience A: Simulating an object moving through dense and rarefied air

Materials needed:

chairs
desks

What to do:

1.* Crowd all the. chairs and.desks in the sohopl room towards

one end of the room.

Walk across the length' of the room: Note whether it is

more.difficult to. walk at the end crowded with the

furniture..

Note in which part of the .room there aremiore collisions

with the furniture.

Compare this experience to what would happen to an
object moving through air near the earth's surface
and far from the earth's surfaces

5. Explain how these results help explain a problem
associated with space travel.
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Concept #40 . The density of the earth's atmosphere decreases as

the distance from the earth increases.

Experience A: Review Experience B for Concept #3
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Experience B :. Learning about the change itcdensity of the 'air with altitude

Materials needed:

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)

paper
pencil

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials describing the discoveries

made by artificial earth satellites having very

elliptical orbits.

2. Find information about the density of the earth's

atmosphere at various distances from the earth's surface.

3. Prepare a graph of the density against the distance.

4. Prepare a report for the class, summarizing the

information.
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Concept #41 - As the speed of a moving object increases in the

atmospheres friction and heat increase.

Experience A: Repeat experience C for Concept #38, Vary the experience

by attempting to detect a difference in the amount of heat

produced as the rate of pumping is changed...

This experience maybe repeated at a garage or "filling

station," using their supply of compressed air.( Be sure

to arrange with the manager and secure permission to use

the compressed air and nozzle.
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Experience B: Detecting heat produced by friction. (not air friction)

Materials needed:

bicycle
sandpaper, 2 pieces'
matches, kitchen

What to do:italli,411
1. Rub-both hands to-gether.! Note whether they become

warm. Rub-the hands more briskly. Mote whether the

amount of heat, increases,

Place two pieces of sandpaper together with the rough

surfaces in contact. Rub them back and forth slowly.

Observe the heat. Rub the pieces of sandpaper together

more rapidly. Note whether the amount of heat increases.

Rub a match slowly across .a rough surface.. Strike a

match very rapidly. Ekplain the source of heat which

causes the match to light.

4. Feel the temperature of the rear bicycle tire Ride the

bicycle rapidly across the playground. Brake quickly.

Feel the temperature of the bicycle tire where it has

skidded across the ground. Note whether the temperature

has changed.

Identify the source of heat. ExNainwhythe amount of

heat increases as the speed increases.
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Concept #42 . Speed and altitude both determine the amount of

friction on space vehicles.

WW1 aino *It

aperience A: Simulating differences of air friction in dense and

rarefied air'

Materials .needed: .

water .

sipper strawi papet or plastic.,.

ribber band'narrow%
cardboard '4" x 4"

. s
string, 1! long, 5 pieces,.
glue ,

pencil
aquarium

What to do:

'i

1. Go out onto the playground.

.

2. Punch a small hole in each corner, of the cardboard.
Tie the end of one string to each of the corners.

3. ,Knot the opposite ends of all 4 strings together.

4. Attach the rubber band to tie knot.-

5.

4-

Tie the other string to the other side of the rubber band.

6. Lay the straw along tha length of the rubber band. Glue

one end of the straw to one end of the rubber band or. knot.

7. Make a pencil mark on-the straw t6 indicate the length
of the rubber band when it is not stretched. Mark the

Straw at equal intervals towards the opposite end, of

the straw.

IL\ Grasp the single string on the rubber brand.

9. Run, dragging the cardboard. Observe the straw to see

how much the rubber band stretches.

10. Run at different seeds and observe whether ,the rubber
band always stretches the same amount.
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Experience A (continued):

-123.. For discussion purposes only

11. Go indoors. Fill the aquarium aboUt 1/2 full of

water.

12. Drag the cardboard through the water,slowly. Note

the amount of stretch on the rubber band.

23. Drag the cardboard rapidIy'through,the water. Observe

the amount of stretch of the rubber band.

14. Assume the water'represents the more dense air near

'the earth's surface and the .air represents the

rarefied air highabove the earthls'surface. Explain :

How speed determines the amount of air.

friction.

How altitude determines the amount .of'

air friction.

(
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Concept #43 - The greater the air friction, the more intense

the resultant heat.

Ekperience A: Repeat Experience A for Concept #4l

l'
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Concept #44 Certain,designs reduce friction.

pow

1'

Experience A: Discovering that air follows the surface or shape of the
object moving through it

Materials needed:

bottle, smooth cylindrical
shape, clear glass

tape, cellulose
candle, 3" long approximately,
matches
rubber band
punk or twist of paper

paper, 5" x 12"
cardboard, 8" square
cardboard, 5" long xddsmeter

of bottle
balloon
glass tubing, 2" long

What to do:

1. Light the candle. Stick the candle to the cardboard by
dripping 2 or 3 drops of melted wax 2" fram one edge of
the 8" x 8" cardboard. Place the base of the candle in
the melted wax holding it upright until the wax hardens.

Place the bottle near the center of the cardboard about
1" in front of the candle.

2. Insert the glass tubing into the mount and neck of the

balloon. Twist the rubber band around the neck of the
balloon to 'Iold the glass in place.

Blow up the. balloon. Twist the neck of the balloon to
prevent the air from escaping.

4. Aim the glass tubing so it blows" on the side of the
bottle opposite the candle as the air escapes from
the balloon. Untwist the neck of the balloon. Observe

what happens to the candle flame.

Move the bottle farther away from the candle. Relight

the candle. Observe the candle flame again, repeating
steps 3 and 4.

Place the other piece of cardboard on end in front of
the bottle on the side opposite the candle. Repeat

the experiment. Observe the candle flame.
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Experience A (continucd)l

Extinguish the candle'. Remove the candle 'from the

cardboard.

Tape the two ends of the paper together. Drop the

circular loop of paper around the bottle.

Blow up the balloon. Aim the glass tubing so the

escaping air blows on the side of the paper loop.'

Observe the shape' of the paper in the air stream.

1 Repeat the experiment without the candle, using
smoke from punk to show the flaw of air around the

ottle.

11. Summarize the observations. Draw conclusions con-

cerning the importance of the shape of the space

vehicle during blast-off and movement through the

earth's atmosphere.

de
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Experience B: Fbasuring the air resistance of different shapes

(This activity is a modification of an activity
vuggested in Experiments in the Principles of Space
Travel.)

1111111IMIN.

Materials needed:

wood block, 8" square and 1" thick
wood bit, 9/16" diameter
wood bit, 1/8" diameter
brace
dowel rod, 1/2"
wire, heavy, 6"
dowel rod, 1/4"
knife
wire, heavy, 3" long
pliers

diameter, 6" long
long (coat hanger)
diameter, 12",long

hack saw
thumb tacks, 2
ping pong ball
washers, 3
thread
electric fan
tape, cellophane

'pencil
paper

What to do,:

1. Drill a 9/16" diameter hole through the center of the

wood block.

2. Drill a 1/8" diameter hole through the 6" dowel rod
1P from one end.

Make a VP diameter loop in the end of the heavy wire.
Bend the loop to a right angle with the rest of the wire.

Push the 3" length of wire through the hole in the 6"
dowel rod. Make a small loop in one end of the wire.
Make a second loop in the opposite end of the wire.

5. Place the 6" dowel rod'upright into the hole in the wood
block with the wire and the hole which was drilled
through the dowel rod towards the lower end.

io

Slide the loop in the 6" length of heavy wire over the
dowel rod so that the loop of the wire is up. Push

the straight end of the wire into the wood block close
to the hole.

Cut a notch which is in long and 1/8" deep at the exact
center of the 12" dowel rod.

Glue the upper end of the 6" vertical dowel rod to the
notch in the 12" dowel rod.
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Experience B (continued):

.128. Concept #W4

9. Adjust the 3" wire which is through-the hole in the
6" dowel rod to obtain equal lengths on each side of
the dowel rod.

10. Place one rubber band around one end of the 3" wire.
:.Hold the dowel rod in place to prevent it fram turning.
Fasten the farthest part of the rubber band.to the
wood block with a thumb tack so the rubber band makes
a right angle with the wire.

11. Place the second rubber band around the opposite end of
the 3" wire and tack it on the opposite side of the
dowel rod to the wooden block at a right angle to the
mire. (There should= be no tension on the rubber bands.)

12. Make a hole in the ping pong ball which is " in diameter.
Push the ball onto cne end of the horizontal 12" dowel rod.

134 Tie 3 washers together with a loop of thread. Slip the
loop over the end of the horizontal 12" dowel rod opposite
to the ping pong ball. Above the washers closer to or
farther from the center until, the vertical dowel rod is
balanced.

.14. Connect the electric fan to a source of electricity. Aim
the fan at the ball from the side so the air pushes
against the side of the ball which is in the direction
of the thumb tack. Note that the dowel rod twists around.

Make a mark on the wood block in the direction the wire is
pointing. Label the mark with a description of the shape.
Turn off the fan.

I.6. Make ,a cone from a sheet of paper 6" x 6".. Attach it to
the ball with the pointed, end away from the fan. Mbve
the washers, if necessary, to re-balance the apparatus.

17. Turn on the fan. Make a mark to indicate the direction
of the wire "pointer". Label this mark with a description
of the shape. Turn off the fan.

18. Move the cone to different position on the ball. Repeat
the measurement.

19. &Ice other shapes 'and repeat the experiment.

O. SumMarize the results and draw conclusions regarding the
effect of the shape of an object on the amount of air
resistance.
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Experience C: Leasuring air resistance of a model of a satellite

Materials needed:

rubber balloon
glass tubing, It" long
graph paper, i" grid .

one hole rubber stopper
rectangular iron supports,
pencil .

rubber, band

masking tape_

What 'be) do: -t

burette clamp
model of a satellite

(hollow plastic or balsa wood)
wire, picture, 6"

2 stiff cardboard, 84 x 8"
wax, nSealstix"
ruler

1. Insert the glass tubing through the rubber stopper.
fleview the procedure :for this operation which is

described in the dieMistry 'unit.

2. Fasten the pnd of the balloon to the glass tubing by
twisting a rubber band over the mouth of the balloon.

Support the rubber stopper in the burette clamp
attached to the support.. Turn ,the clamp until the
tubing is horizontal.

. .

14. . Attach one end of. the picture wire to the model space
capsule with the wax.

5. Mounttbi graph.liaper on the ardboard so that the grids
are parallel to and perpendicular to the bottom of the

cardboard..

O. Draw two lines each of .:Which are.over.a grid line, so

that the paper is divided into four equal quarters.

7. Punch a hole which is. centered over one of the lines

through the cardboard near one edge.

8. Ake a small U shaped bend'in the other end of the picture

wire at right angles to the length of the satellite model.

9. insert the U shaped .end of the wire through the cardboard.

10. Attach the cardboard to the Other support with masking

tape. .
Adjust the.cardboard.until the wire hangs along.

the vertical. pencil line.
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Experience C (continued):

Concept #44

11. Adjust the position of the, burette clamp which is
supporting the balloon assembly so that the tubing
can act as a nozzle which points toward one end of
the model satellite. .

12. Blow up the balloon and allow the 'air to escape.

13. Note that the model moves away from the jet of air.:
Explain the observation.

14. Repeat steps 12 and 13. Hark the furthest dist4new
along the horizontal line that the wire is moved.

15. Record the number of lines on the graph that are
:between the vertical .line and the mark that was made.

. .

16. Turn the model' around so that the othei.end of the
satellite is in the jet of air. Take care to blow up
the balloon the same amount as previously.

17. Record the number of lines across which the wire moves.

18. Make a comparison*of-the distances .traveled and relate
this to the amount of air resistance of the satellite
Model.- Further learning could-be obtained if different
shaped models with different weights, or gases other than
air are used. If the models obtained are too heavy, an
electric' fan or an air jqt produced by a bicycle tire
pump or insect spray gun may be used to produce a greater
volume of air flow.)
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Concept #45 - Nan must be protected during space travel.

Experience A: Reviewing the studies of the effect of space travel on

biological materials

Materials needed:

reference materials, (newspapers, periodicals)

scissors

What to do:

1.. Nhke a collection of clippings telling of the results

of experiments testing the effects of space travel on

living things.

2.. Sort the clippings under the different headings.

3. Keep the collection up to date.

Ir. Prepare a report for the class which describes one

danger; e.g., the effect of radiation on living things.

4
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Experience. B: Review Experience D from Concept #13
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Concept #46 - Man cannot exist in space without controlling his

immediate anvironmen

Experience A: Demonstrating the importance of air to living things

Note: This experiment is too difficult for

children to perform. It should only

be done by the classroom instructor

for the pupils after it has been'tried

privately and/Or with skilled laboratory

trained personnel assisting. The animal

suffers no pain.

Materials needed:

glass jar, wide mouth, one gallon
(restaurant pickle or mayonnaise jar)

white mouse
dish pan
water
tin snips
in mesh hardware cloths 6" x
candles ln
wood blocks x 14" x 14.1

hammer

What to do:

1. Light the candle. Drip a few drops of melted wax on one

side of the wood block. Place the other end of the candle

upright in the hot melted wax. Steady the candle until

the wax solidifies.

Put 3" of water into the dish pan.

Test to be sure that the wood block floats and holds

the candle upright above the water.

Cut the hardware cloth with the tin snips exactly to

the inside diameter of the jar. Take care to trim

the sharp edges.

Place the white mouse in the jar.

Roll the hardware cloth enough to allow it to be, placed

inside the jar. Allow it to unroll and fit it to.the

inside of the jar about 2 inches from the mouth._
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Experience A (continued):

Light the candle.

Concept #46

Float the candle and wood block .on the water.

Carefully invert the mouse and jar over the candle
making sure the mouth of the jar is below the water
and the hardware cloth does not slip down.

10. Observelhe mouse as the candle burns and is extinguished.
Remove the jar from the water immediatebr after the mouse
has become unconscious. (If the mouse does not receive
fresh' air, within ,20 secondi of the time it becomes
unconscious, it will die. Science experts'assure his
this, procedure is painless,and safe for the mouse if
it receives arygen 1ithin 20 seconds.) Observe what
hitppens.

Explain why the mouse becomes 'unconscious and why it
revives when the jar is removed.

12. Explain mhat gas or gases remain in the jar when_ the
candle is extinguished. Use reference books, if
necessary.
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Mcperience B: Observing live material in a limited supply of fresh air

Materials needed:

coleus plant, potted, 2 of equal size

large jar with cover

What .to do:
I

1. Place one plant whose soil is not too damp in the

bottom of the jar.

2, Seal the jar tightly and place it on the window ledge.

Place the other plant on the window, ledge beside the

jar. Water the plant on the window ledge sparingly.

3. Observe the plant daily for two weeks and note any

differences in its appearance.

Explain why the plant in the pot becomes less healthy

after a period of time. Use the reuults to explain

the need of living things for fresh air,
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Experience C: Observing live plant material in a weak partial vacuum
with an increased concentration of carbon dioxide

Materials needed:

large jars, with covers0,2
paper
match
coleus plants., potted, 2 of equal.size

What to do:

1. Place one plant, whose soil is slightly damp, in each
of the large jars.

Close one jar tightly.

Twist the piece of paper into a loose wick, Light
the paper and drop it into the second jar beside the
pot.

Close the jar

S. &plain what factors are different in the two jars.

6. Place both jais on a window ledge* 'Observe the plants
closely. once a day .for.2 weeks to note any differences.
in appearance. .4.

Explain the .results in terms, of, the factors which are
different in the .-,two jars.
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Experience D: Observing an, air containing object as a partial vacuum

is formed around it

'.

Ibterials needed:

rectangular iron support
wire gauze
burette clamp
balloon, (slender shape is more desirable)

match
flask, Florence, 500 ml, Pyrex
ring clamp
alcohol laMp
rubber stopper to fit flask
thread
water

at to do:

1. Put enough air into the rubber balloon to maintain its

shape. Knot the end to prevent the air from escaping.

Tie a thread to the 'neck of the balloon.

2. Place water to the depth of 1/20 in the flask.

3. Place the flask on the wire.gauze supported by the
ring clamp attached to the support. Grip the neck

of the flask with a burette clamplo steady it.

4. Light the' 'alcohol lamp. Heat the flask and water.

5. Push the balloon into the flask, keeping hold of the

thread. (If the balloon is difficult to push in,
place the balloon in the opening and allow the flask
to cool slightly.) Adjust the thread so that the
balloon hangs in the center of the flask above the
water.

6. Stopper the nazis, tightly. Allow it to cool to room

temperature.

7. Observe the change in appearance of the balloon.

8. Explain the change in the balloon and compare this

change to predicted effects of a partial vacuum on

the human body.
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Experience E: Observing the effects of a partial vacuum on gas filled objects

Materials needed :'

ball, rubber or plastic (gas filled, sealed) 7/8" maximum diameter

ditto fluid can with cover
alcohol lamp
water
ring clamp
wire gauze
rectangular iron support
dish pan
hot pad or-oven mitten
match

What to do:

'

Fill the can with water a-number of times to remove any
ditto fluid that' is in it... Empty the can. Place 1/2

cup Of water in the can. '

Place the can on a ring clamp whiCh is attached to the
'support. .'.

,

Heat the can and boil the water for two minutes.

Put the ball in the can. Seal the can with .the screw

cover:

Use a hot pad to grasp the can. Place it in the dish
pan or sink and pour cold water over it.

Observe what'happens to the can. .EXplain the observation.

7. Open the can and remove the ball. Examine it closely.

8. Explain aw difference in the appearance of the ball.
Compare the appearance of the ball with what is pre-
dicted will happen to a space traveler who is unpro-
tected from the nearly perfect vacuum in space.
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Experience F:' Observing the effects of hot, humid air on, live materials

Materials needed:

portable steamer or a teakettle with a spout

water
coleus plants, potted, 2 of equal size

reference materials (encyclopedias, textbooks) ,

Mat to do:

1. Procure a portable steamer. Fill it to its,capacity

and plug it in. The teakettle could be used on the

hot plate.

2. Point the nozzle of the steamer towards one plant when

the steam appears. Observe. Compare the appearance

of the two plants after-30 minutes.-

3. Have the children come and inhale the steam. Have them

note how they feel. Try to decide whether the heat,

the high humidity or both contribute to a feeling of

discomfort.

1. Consult reference materials to find' the effects of heat

and high humidity on living material, which is not

especially adapted to these conditions.
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Experience Gs Observing live material with different amounts of water.

available

jlaterials needed:

c)leus plants, potted, 3. having same approximate size

pencil .

water

What to do:

1. Place 3 identical potted plants on the windoa ledge.
Number each pot to make identification easier.

2. Water the plant in pot #1 adequately twice a week.
Do not over water. Dater the plant in pot #2 as
often as necessary to keep the soil thoroughly soaked.
Do not water-the third plant in pot #3.

3. Observe the plants .daily for two weeks and note any
differences in their appearance.

Explain and summarize the observations. Compare the

I. ,results to the.effectd. of too much or. too little water

on a man.

y,

4
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Experience H: Observing the effect of severe temperatures on live material

Materials needed:

refrigerator
oven
coleus plants, potted, 3

What to do:

1. Place a potted coleus plant in a refrigerator freezing

compartment.

Place a second plant in an oven heated to 350° Fahrenheit.

Set a third plant in a dark closet in the classroom.

Observe each plant every 5 minutes and coop are the

appearance of each of the plants. Stop after a

definite change is noted in two of the plants.

Explain what caused the change in the two plants.

Explain what happens to a man who is exposed to severe

temperatures.
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Experience I: Experiencing-en uncomfortable environment

Materials needed:

over oats'

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Prepare two arithmetic tests of, equal difficulty.

2. Have the children put on overcoats.

Sit in the classroom for 30 minutes. Have each child

take an arithmetic test.

Have the children hand'. in -the tests before removing

their coats.

Have the children compare their comfort before and after

the putting on of their overcoats.

Have the children take the second test after they have

cooled off and had some diversion.

7. Correct both sets of tests. Note whether the children

can.do their school work as well when they are too WXV6

Explain the observation. Draw conclusions concerning

the efficiency of an astronaut when he is too uncomp.

.fortable. (It may be easier to do this experience by

closing the windows and raising the thermostat to over-

heat the room.)
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r
EXperience J: Listing the conditions of. the. physical environment of space

Materials needed:

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials, to obtain information

about space.

2. Make a list of the conditions of the physical environment

in space.

3, Consult references to disCover what conditions are
required by a man..

4 &plain why a man cannot exist in space without some
kind of protection.
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Concept #l.7 - Vehicles for space travel mustprovide a.desirable
environment for man.

Experience A: Studying the devices used to control the environment in a

space capsule

Materials needed:

reference materials periodicals, encyclopedias.)

paperys
pencil

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials to find the kinds of the

environmental control systems included in the

Friendship 7: Aurora 7, and Sigma 7.

2. Determine whether these control systems are similar to

those used in a house.

3. Explain the importance of controlling the environment

to the safety of the astronaut.
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Experience Bs Making a model space station

Materials needed: (see suggestions in section. VI of this

resource unit)

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)

What to do:

1. Prepare a list- of devices necessary to control the

environment in a space station which can be sent

into space in parts and joined together while in space.

2. Make a model of this kind of space station.

3. Use the model to illustrate. a report to the class about

the control devices necessary in a space station.
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Experience 0: Illustrating a method of simulating gi'avitational force:
in space stations

Ehterials needed:

water,
pail
reference materials (periodicals, textbooks, encyclopedias)

What to do:

1. Partially fill a pail with water. Be sure there is no
raore water in the pail than can be lifted easily.

2. Go out onto the playground.

3. Swing the pail rapidly in a vertical circle. Observe
what happens. (As long as the pall is kept. moving,
the water cannot fall out .because it is pushing hard
against the bottom, even when the pail is upside ,,

/

down overhead,)
,

4. .Explain ShoW the experience illustrates one method ..

of creating" artificial "gravity."
. I

. Consult reference materials to find information explaining
,why plans forte 'apace Station UsuallY, suggest a wheel
shape which would rotate and have the work areas along i 1r

the outside.
, t

6. Suggest other methods of proViding an artificial
gravitational force in a space station.

. .
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Concept 048 . Nan' is able to adapt to a slightly changed environment.

Experience. A: Discussing an adaptation to a slight change in environment

Materials needed:

reference materials (encyclopedias, periodicals, recent books)
swing

What to do:

1. Survey the class to see if any of the children have taken
a trip throlIgh the Great Lakes or a long ocean voyage.

Have the child describe the problems of walking on a
moving surface. Have him explain the term "sea, legs."

Explain how "sea legs" are an adaptation to a slightly
changed environment.

Discuss whether an adaptation would be necessary to
accommodate to a steady surface upon disembarking from
the ship. Consult references to find information if

necessary.

5. Have the child describe people who were "sea sick"
during parts of the voyage.

6. Have each child in the class tell of his experience
with motion sickness. ,

Go to a playground. Have a child who claims to be
especially susceptible to motion sickness swing. Have
another child who has never experienced motion sickness
swing for the same length of time.

Observe the reactions of each child. Summarize the
observations.

Consult references to find whether motion sickness
decreases after a period of time.

_10. Relate the conclusions concerning motion sickness to
problems of spinning and tumbling space capsules.
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Experience B: Adapting to;a slightly changed amount of heat in our

environment

Materials needed:

clothing
pencil
paper

What to do:

,1.. Set the thermostat..in the roomito below 65° Fahrenheit.
Keep. the room temperature below 650 Fahrenheit for a day

'or two. ,
Note any changes in the amount and types of

.
clothing which are comfortable.

Describe the changes in clothing which are made to fit

,weather. conditions. Make a chart of the type of

clothing worn and the weather condition, such as rain,

snow,, hot days cold day.,

Summarize the information concerning this method of

adapting to a slightly changed environment. Explain

why special clothing is designed for apace travel:.
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Experience C: Discovering ways an environment is controlled

Materials needed:

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Survey a house to discover the different ways the
environment inside the house is controlled to avoid
discomfort.

Prepare a list of the environmental factors controlled
and the methods used to control them, such as,
cold - furnace, heat . cooler, light - shades and curtains.

Prepare a report for the. class which'points out the
similarities of the environmental control systems in
a house to those necessary to a space. capsule.
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bcperienoe D: Discovering some adjustments 'which are made to fit an

environment
.

Materials needed:

reference materials (encyclopedia; pellodicals.)
pencil
paper

What to do:

t.

1. Make a chart listing handicaps which some people have.

2. Consult reference& toT find what adjUstMents are necessarily
made by handicapped people in otder to earn a livelihood
and live among non.handicapped people.

3. List beside each handicap a method of adjusting to the
handicap.

4. Take a field, trip to a place especially designed for handi-
capped people or invite a handicapptdverson to talk to the
class.

5. Discuss the value of these..methodsof adjustment to
space pioneers who 'may be Unable to do ,things in the

usual manner.
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Experience E: Becoming aware of adaptations which can be made for an
environment which does not transmit sound

Materials needed:

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Have everyone in the class. (including the teacher) stop
talking or making sound signals for half a day. Attempt
to carry on the, usual activities.

Note, the. difficulties which arise,and the methods used
to adapt to the change.

3. After the "silence period" is over, discuss these
solutions in relation to their value to space pioneers
who land on an astronomical body which has little or
no atmosphere.

14. Compare the effectiveness of the solutions discovered
by the. class to the proposed use of radio for communication.
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Experience F: Becoming aware of adaptations which can be made to suit
environments which are not lighted

Materials needed:

blindfolds, clean

What to dc:

JP

s.t

1. Put on a blindfold for an. hour or moree Attempt to
carry on the usual activities.

:Note. the difficulties encountered and the methods used
to adapt to the change.

3. . Discuss here- solutions. in relation to -their value to
space .piOneers who max land :an :the :dark- side of an
astronomical body.

.

' s' ,
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Experience G: Experiencing a slight change in the amount of light in

an environment

Materials needed:

mirror, pocket sized

What to do:

1. Observe the size of the pupil of the eye using a mirror.

2. Go into a darkened room. Attempt to see different

objects.

3. Note whether it is possible to see objects distinctly

immediately upon entering the room.

4. Note that after a period of time, it is possible to see

objects distinctly.

5. Use a mirror to observe the size of the pupil of the eye

while in the daecened room.

6. Go into a totally dark room such as a photographer's
dark room. Attempt to see different objects.

7. Observe the size of the pupil of the eye immediately

after coming out of the dark room. Note that the size

of the pupil changes rapidly.

8. Explain how a man is able to make this "dark adaptation"

to a slightly changed environment.

9. Explain why ability to adapt to different brightness of

light is important for a man during space travel.
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Bcperience H: Bcperiencing a slight chpnge in .an environment's amount
of light

Materials needed: .

mirror, pocket sited
book

What to do:

I. Sit down in bright sunshine with a book.'

2'. Read' for five minutes with bright e4ndhine on the
printed page.

:7

3. Use a mirror the .site of the of the eyes.

5.

Move into the, shade of a. building ar a .dense tree and
read for fi.v.e'

Observe the size of eye pupils as before.

6. Compare the results.

7. Discuss how the ability to adjust to different intensities
of light is important to a man during space travel.
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Experience I: Studying the effects of inability to adapt to or become
tolerant to a changed environment

Materials needed:

reference materials (encyclopedias, periodicals, recent books)
pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials about "snow blindness."
Find the cause of "snow blindness" and methods of
preirenting it.

Explain what adaptation, the human body has not been
able to make to fit the changed environment.

Prepare a written report about:ilsnaw blindness," relating
the problem to a problem of manned space travel.
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Concept #19 - Man can live for a short period of time in a greatly,
changed environment.

Experience A: Listing the conditions necessary for man' to stay alive

Materials needed:

reference materials (encyclopedias, periodicals, recent books)
pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials to find what is needed to
keep a man 'alit% .Attempt to find data concerning the
minimum and maximum reqtirerant for each day.

2. Make a chart. listing the environmental factor and the
extremes which are permissible. Include environmental
factors. such as, oxygen, water, food, temperature,
pressure, amount of radiation.

3: Indicate on the chart how long a man could liVe when too
much or too little of each factor. is present.

1. Draw conclisions conceining' the length of time Man can
live in a greatly changed, environment.
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Experience B: Eiperiencing the effect of a cold environment

Mhterials needed:

ice
water, cold
dish pan
pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Fill the dish pan 1/2 full of ice. Add water to make

ice water.

ImMerse one hand in the water.

Describe and record the sensations felt in the hand.

Remove the hand from the water after 3 minutes.

Observe whether the hand is numb and whether the fingers
are as able to grasp a pencil. (There will be different
reactions by each pupil who tries this.).

6. Explain what has happened to the hand. .Conclude what
would happen to a man if his entire body was exposed
to a much colder environment for a longer period of
time. (Note: No cellular material is. actually damaged
by this short expoSure to cold.)

7. Discuss what the conclusions indicate in regard to
exposure to a greatly changed environment. EXplain
how the conclusions are related to the problem of man
in space
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bcperience 04 Studying information related to survival in cold

environments

,

Materials needed:

reference materials (encyclopedias, periodicals, recent books)

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials written about the length of

time aviators or sailors have been able to survive in:

a, freezing water without protection

b. freezing water with clothes for protection

c. freezing water with an aviator's suit, for protection
. "

2., Consult reference materials to find what kinds of

clothing and shelter are necessary for survival in the

Arctic and Antarctic..

SuMniarize the informatiOn abOut the effects of cold on

the human body in a written report.

Ii. Consult references to find what temperature conditions

exist in space.

5. Explain.why*a man-would not be able to survive in space

without protection from the 'cold.
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Experience D:
Experiencing the eiTect of substituting water for air in

an atmosphere

For discussion purposes only

Materials needed:

dish pan
water, at room temperature

towels
stop watch
pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Fill the dish pan 1/2 full.of water.

2, Have each Child put his head under water as long as

possible. Have the teacher time how long each child

is able to keep his head under water. Have the

chi.dren use the towel to mop up the spilled and

splashed water. .

3. Find the average of the times. Explain why it is

.notTossible to rertlain in a "water atmosphere" longer.

4. Discuss what would happen if a man were exposed to

any kind of_atmosphere.other than air.

S. Explain hat.' the results of this experience gives

evidence for the need for providing, a man an atmosphere

which is only slightly changed during,space travel.



r, For discussion purposes only 46o. Concept #49

Experience .E: ;Studying data regarding the need for water

Materials needed:

reference materials (encyclopedias, periodicals,:recent books)

"penal.
paper

What to do:

l Consult reference material4 to find information about

how log a man in the desert can live without water.

2. Find what minimum amount of water is necessary. to

's,ustain life under conditions of low humidity.

s. .

Explain how the data 2ravdes evidenCe that the

environment within a space .capsule must be carefully

conttolled.

Prepare a written report stating the eVidence and the

conclusion drawn.
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Experience F: Discovering a water environment is not healthful to a man

Materials needed:

reference materials encyclopedias, periodicals, recent books)

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Reviewthe,reterence materials which tell about long

distance swimmers to find what special provisions

must be made to protect them.

Find an explanation of the reason for greasing the

bodies of the swimmers.

Weigh yourself before going swimming. Stgy in the water

for two or more hours. Weigh yourself immediately after

swimming.

4. Explain why there is a change in weight. (It is possible

to observe the effects of osmosis in another way by

soaking a fresh egg in vinegar until the shell dissolves

and then soaking the egg without the hard shell in water.

Compare the size of this egg to another fresh egg still

in its shell.)

5. Summarize the findings in a written report which

emphasizes why a man cannot live long in a greatly

changed environment.



LY

Concept #49 .161; For discussion purposes only

Experience F: Discovering a water environment is not healthful to a man

Materials needed:
'r

reference matekials (encyclopeditS, periodicals, recent books)

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Review. the reterenOe materials which tell about long

distance.SOimmere to find what special provisions

gust be made.to protect them..,

Find an explanation of th3 reason for'ireasing the

bOdimPof the swimmers.

Weigh yourself before going swimming;. Stay in the water

for two or more hours. Weigh, yourself immediately after

swimming.

4. Explain why there is a change in weight. (It is possible

to observe the effects of osmosis in another way by

soaking a fresh egg in vinegar until the shell dissolves

and then soaking the egg without the hard shell in water.
Compare the size of this egg to another fresh egg still

in its shell.)

5. Summarize the findings in a written report which

emphasizes why a man cannot live long in a greatly

changed environment.
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Experience 0: Studying the limiting factor for certain activities

Materials needed:

reference materials encyclopedias, periodicals).

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult references which diiduss the:failiing activities:

r

a. Scuba diving

b. Working as a nsandhog"

Flying a plane at.high altitudes:

ci. Mbuntain climbing

Find 1What.environmental factor or-,factors limit the

height (or depth). which.. is safe.

Discover the meaning of:

a. cOlipresiion,

decompression

4. Summarize the information concerning limits to life in

. , a written report.

5. Consult references to find what conditions exist in apace.

6. Compare the conditions and draw conclusions based on the

comparison.
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Concept #50 - Man has to carry his own oxygen when traveling

away from the earth.

Experience As Studying the methods of supplying oxygen to a space traveler

Xaterials.needed:

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)

pencil
paper

What to dos

1. Consult reference materials to find how much oxygen is

required for one astronaut for one hour.

'Find out where the oxygen was stored and hair its rate of

flow was controlled in Friendship 7, Aurora 7, and

Sigma 7.

3. Find out-haw many hours would be required for a trip to

the moon, exploration of the moon and the return trip.

Calculate the amount of oxygen which is required.

5. Iteimi about plans for Project Apollo. Find an explanation

of the methods suggested for supplying the oxygen.

6. Prepare a report for the class summarizing the information.



For discussion purpoiki only

Con CePt .#51 'Due to 'weightlessness' in space travel,-,man-may have

problems-With his *breathingi:drinking, eating and

moving.

Experience A: Experiencing difficulty in eating and drinking due to a ohange

in position as related to gravity

Materials needed:

gymnasium mat
apple

cuPilIPAPer
water
chair
referenda materials (periodicals,' encyclopedias)

What to do:
fr

1. Stimulate some of the effects of weightlessness by doing

a hand or head stand against the stall bars on a

gymnasium mat in gym. Have another child hold the feet

against the stall bars for safety.

Try to eat from an apple or to take a sip of water from 4

cup while upside down.

3. Lean across the seat of a chair so that the hips are

over the head.

Attempt to eat a piece of apple. Attempt to drink a

cup of water.

5. Relate the difficulty of eating and drinking while

upside down to the difficulty which space travelers

may ,encounter.

Refer to descriptions of the experiences of astronauts

Glenn, Carpenter, and Sohirra to find out how well the

problems of eating and drinking were solved.

7. Suggest other ways of solving the problem.



For discussion purposeL only.

Obncept. 052 - .:Sustained weightlessness may cause many haardous-,

strains on the human anatomy.

Experience A: Experiencing a moment of weightlessness

Materials needed:

none

What to do:

1. Ride on an elevator where there is ,a considerable drop

as in Medical Arts Building or Foshay Towir.

2*, Describe thee sensation to others in cLasa.

3. Explain how this experience simulates weightlessness

during space travel.



For discussion .purposes only .166. Concept #52

Experience B: Reviewing the,experimentation made on the use of methods
of exercise during space traveL,.

r..

Materials needed:

reference material! (encyclopedias, textbooks,, periodicals)

pencil
paper

.
What to do:

Read reference materials to find descriptions of fakirs

in (India yho Ouse their own body* Find whether any of

them cause their muscles to, become useless (atrophy),

Discuss, what causes the, muscles to atrophy*
,

,..2. Consult a. resource person who is working ir occupational
therapy. Find what the purpose of therapy' treatments is.

.3. Consult reference materials describing Astronaut Carpenter's

flight.; Find out,why,,he used an exercising:band,

4. Ebcp1ain why weightleisness might cause muscles to atrophy.



Concept #52 For discaissioifq3Urposes or

Experience C: Studying methods of simulating gravitational attraction

in a space station

Materials needed:

refereiati` Materials. (13eriodica3.e, enCyclopedias)

pencil
paper

What to do:

,

CopsuU reference' materials to find information about

the known'effeCts of weightlessness on a man.

'Review -ExPerience C for Concept #47.

Dismiss the need for matallically weightedr Shoes and

special suits to Compensate for variations in: the weight

of the astronauts.

.

Suggest which, method or methods would.be most effective

in eliminating each hazard listed in step 1.



For discussion purposes only

Concept#53 The radiant energy from the sun may be dangerouirta:.
a man in interplanetary 'space.'

Experience A: Observing an effect of one kind'of the suills radiant energy

Materials needed:

paper, black
paper, white
thermometers, Fahrenheit or centigrade, 2

What to do:

1. Obtain a piece' of white *per And a piebe of black
paper of the same thickness.,

2. Place them on a' window ledge in the sunlight.

3'e. Push. a theirinorneter under each piece of . paper.

I. Wait 20 minutes and read the temperature indicated by
each 'therinorlieter,' '';

5. &p lain Why the thermiimeitere indicate 'different temperatures
and identify the source of the heat.

5



Concept #53 For discussion purposes on17

Bcperienoe..B1, Aeasuring the.diffeence in, the effect of haat energy on

protected and,,unprotected material

f

Fkrials needed

cans, frozen juice, 2
water, at, roan temperature
thermometers, Fahrenheit or centigrade, 2
paint, black, flat

What to do:

. ,

'A.,.

1. Wash two empty frozen juice cans with .water. Dry them
carefulky, I 0

2. Paint one can black with flat paint.,

Jt ,

3 Fill each can4ith water which is at room temperature.

1. Place a thermometer in each can. Observe the temperature
of the water and record it.

5.. Place both cans in the sunlight and allow them to stand
an hour.

6. , Observe and record the 'temp*erature of the

7., Comparetiva 'initial and. final temperatures.

8. Identify the source of the heatiWhich raises the
temperature of the water.. &plain why the temperature
differences in both cases were not equal.

9. Explain the importance of this effect on plans for
controlling the heat in a space vehicle.



For diScussion:purposee.only.- Concept #53

Experience C:. Discovering the danger from the sums energy is
at different dista.nce-el from sea level

Yeterials needed:

:reference materitals ,(periodicals enpyclopedias textbooks)
pencil
paper

What to do:

`Red reference,materia3a4o find oompartsons. of the
rate of getting Aunburned.at sea 'level and on a mountain
top.

:

,Decide .whether sunburn_ is greater close, ,to the earth Is
surface or above .the earthie atmosphere.

;:3.. :Hake a :report for the class which explains what kind of
protection' this iriforma#on 'indicates would: be needed
by a man in space.
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Experience D: Listing the dangers from the sun's energy and ways to
prevent injuy.

Materials needed: '

referende materials (peribdicals; encyclopedias; textbooks)
pencil
paper

What to do:

'1. boniult reference materials "providint information about
the.sunis:-`radiant dziergy.

2 Make a chart listing the kinds of radiations from the
sun prodUctig' dangerous esults'.on the human" body; e.g.,
heat,. ultratiolet, light

3. Discover the ways a man'ia protected from these dangers
on the earth's surface.

=

40 Suggest ways a man could be protected from these radiations
while in space.



For discuelitoll purposes cab, .172.

Concept .#54 Man will have to establish an artificial environme4t

in order to survive on the ,surface of other astro.

nomical bodies.

Experience A:

7;"

Surveying conditions known to exist on planets other than

the earth
1..

Materials needed:

reference taaterials (periodicals encyclopedias, textbooks)

paper
pencil

What to do:
.4'

Consult reference materials to -find- infprmation about

the planets in the solar system..

2, Make a chart listing each of the planets.
k

3. Indicate the hottest temperature and coldest temperature

on each planet.

4. Indicate whether each planet has oxygen in its atmosphere.

5. Imagine an expedition is planned which will go to all

the planets. Explain what provision a man must make to

insure a suitable temperature and a supply of oxygen

needed to sustain life on each planet.



3'

Concept #51& -173- For 4iscueeiqupurPooW044

- I.

Experience Bs Shoeing i collection of recent suggestions forliving:-'

qu4rterson%other astronomical. bodies

t

Materials needed:

newspapers and magazines, recent
, paper
pencil
reference materials (periodicals,

What to do:

. .

textbooks, encyclopedias)

6 -'

I Collect clippings'frcerecent- magazines and' newspapers

about living on other astronomical bodies.,_

2. Consult other references to find further information.
"

3. Make mural or booklet with picturei-ouxUreports

AesCribirthe type-of environment menwoud have to

devise to liveon.the non or. in tome .other alien

environment.

1. Make a report to the class about this information.

..!:)



For discussion purposes only -174-.
Concept #54.

Experience C: Making a model-of a proposed "moon. city"

Materials needed:

stovepipe wire

pliers
'transparent material (plastic sheets, cellophane, Saran,W

cellophane tape
reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)

What to do:

1. 4Ionsult reference materials to find suggestions for a

"moon city."

2. Form the wire into the desired shape.

Make a dome of transparent material fitted over a wire

frame.%

4. Build a model city.' Use the dome to cover,a model city

to show an artificial environment needed on the moon.

5. Itxplain why,a done is necessary to the city:.



4175«. For discussion purposes only

Concept #55 4. Space vehicle's need, to be protected against

bombardment by meteors and cosmic duet.

OM 4WD IWO MO 110

7-

Everienoe A: Pinding.the results of an: experiment. on the, dangers from
meteors and cosmic dust during space travel := ;

if/FP "NI

,

f

/

Materials needed:
- ,

. . . ,.

referenoe'materiale Teriodioals, encycloptigass textbooks)

pencil,

paper

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials deecribinuthe,Echo I project.

2. Find the purpose of the:projecit and an evaluation of the

information gathered.

3. APcPlain,-whether-there
is danger of a,speoe_vehicle

impactingwith .meteors. Explain what. micrometeors are.

4. Make a report to the claqssummarizing-the information.

,

a

9

1
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Concept #56 - Rockets must be made of materials which withstand

heat and stress.

Experience A: Observing an effect of stress due to acceleration

Materials needed:I,

bricks, 3 (or small rocks)

paper sack

What to do

1. Place the bricks in a paper sack on the floor.

2. Grasp the sack at the top. .Lift.t6 sack sidOye

3. Observe whether anything unusual happens.

.4:i Replace the sack and bricks on the floor.

5. Raise the sack very rapidly. Repeat increasing the

lifting speed until something unusual happens.

6. Explain the difference between the first and last

observations.

7. Explain how this demonstrates one source of the stresses

which acts on rockets at blast-off.



Concept #56 '.- For discussion,purposes

Experience Bs Experiencing Areas due to acceleration

Materials needed:

automobile
driver

What to do:

1. Ride in the family automobile' without safetubelts
fastened. Have the driver rapidly stop e$ start
the car.

2. Observe which direction the occupants move as the
car starts up. Observe the direction .the:ocOupants
,move as the car stops.

Can you discover the reason for the use of safety belts
in automobiles?

Susimarise ',the-'observationsi -to obtain 'an 'Understanding of
one source of the stresses on a space vehicle and astronaut
at takeoff and When the retro-rocketi; are fired.

,:



For diioussion purposes only .178-- Concept #56

Experience C: Observing an example of stress due to twisting (torque) .

Materials needed:

clothes hanger

What to do:

lc Grasp the hook on the clothes hanger.

r.

2. Twist the hook back and forth a number of times. Note

that eventua2iy the metal-hook breaks off.
.

3. Explain how this example of repeated stresses illustrates

the'need'for special materials for resistance to twisting

of guidance.fins.on a rocket,

a

*



Concept #56

Experience DI

-179- - For discussion purposes only

Observing shear on metal fastenings

Mhterials needed:

aluminum sheets, 2
bolts, aluminum, 2

bits, for metal
drill

J. w

What to do:

1. Obtain two sheets of aluminum. Drill two holes in each

sheet near one end, 3 inches apart.

Lay,thef two drilled ends of tile pieoes of metal on top

of one another so that they overlap as little as possible.

3. Bolt the pieces of metal together with two aluminum
bolts.

4. Grasp the opposite ends of each metal piece and move the

metal pieoes back and forth across one another for a
period of time.

Observe what happens to the bolts.

6. Compare the effect of the sheet metal on the bolts to
the cutting action of shears.

Explain how the thin pieces of metal cutting through
the bolt is related to the problem of joining parts
of a rocket together.



For discussion purposes, only

Experience E4 Observing stress due to -angular momentum

Materials needed:

pebbles
paper sack

What to do:

Concept #56,.

1. Go outside into the school yard. Stand away'from

the members of the class and the school windows.

Place approximately five pounds of pebbles in a paper

sack.

Grasp the sack at the top. Swing the bag slowly in a

vertical circle.

I. Observe what happens.

Increase the speed of the bag until it is swinging

as rapidly as possible.

Observe what happens. &plain hoW this experience can

be used to gain an understanding of one of the stresses

on a space vehicle.



Concept 1/64 For discussion purposes. only

Experience F: Observing the stress on' "an' object following an orbital, path,

Materials needed:

steel ball bearing, diameter

balloon
string, 31 long
camera, with shutter speed of 1/100 second, or_faster
Scissors

.Oiat.to do:

1. Snip off the efictof the oPening.Of the ballcon.

.2. Place the ball bearing into the balloon as a weight.
a

3. Tie one end of the string tightly around the opening of

the balloon.

.G10,OUt onto the playground far from th. school building.

Mike'sure-nO one stands on-either sidt.Otthe:
experimenter; however, t4ermay ttelidAn'Iront or behind

the experimenter. (There is some danger that the balloon

Will' stretch too far ands-breik..-:Tbe"Isteel ball would

leave the bircle'mudh' as a stone-leaves t'sling shot.

Take care that nothing would' be in the way of the

flying ball bearing.)

5. Hold the free end of the string, in one hand with the

balloon hanging down.. Extend the index finger of the

other hand horizontally at waist level.

6. Photograph the weighted balloon and the finger.

Swing the weighted balloon rapidly on the end of the

string in a vertical circle in front of the experimenter.

8. Photograph the extended index finger and the weighted

balloon when the balloon reaches the lowest point of

circle.

9. Use a ruler to measure the length of the index finger

in both photographs to be sure the scale is the same

in both cases.

10. lbasure the length of the weighted balloon in each picture.

observe whether the balloon's length is changed. Correct

the two lengths if the index finger lengths are not equal.

11. Draw conclusions based on the observations regarding the

reason for the lengthening of the balloon while orbiting.



For discussion purposes only -182-

Concept #57 - A rocket begins to rise very slowly because of the-
forces which must be overcome; e.g., inertia.

Experience A: Illustrating the purpose and path of a rocket putting a

space capsule into orbit

*Aerials needed:

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)
cottoti flannel board
flax
tight wool cutouts of parts of 3 stage rocket and
capsule and part of the earth's surface

What to do:

1. Ask the class to take an imaginary trip into orbit around
the earth. Illustrate the trip 'on the flannel board.

2. Explain the purpose of each stage of the rocket. Show

the path the capsule follows. Show how the rocket is
aimed so the first stage can serve the purpose of getting
the rocket out of most of the earth's atmosphere. Show

how the second stage is used to gain altitude and speed.
Show how the third stage gives the rocket the right direc-
tion and speed for orbiting.
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Experience B: Doing .a "magic tricle which illustrates.an effect of inertia

Materials needed:

paper, strip, li" x 6"
pencil, with the, eraser cut off to give a flat end, 3"

table

What to do:

1. Place one end of the strip paper or -Vie table.

Balance the pencil on its end óñ the paper:.

7.

1

2, Masten the finger tips. Swing the hand rapidly so

the fingers brush against the paper. Observe what

happens.

3. Replace the paper under the pencil and repeat the

observation.

, 14. &plain the results identifying the force acting on

the pencil.-

7

,
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Experience C: Observing the effects of both kinds of inertia

Materials needed:

building brick
string, 6" long,
string, 8" long
ring clamp
rectangular iron
"C" clamp
.table

What to do:

1. Tie ,a 6n string securely to, each end of the brick.

.2. Attach the ring clamp near the top_of the rectangular iron

support. Clamp the support securely to the table top with

the "C" clamp.

Turn the ring clamp so that it hangs over the edge of the

table.

several lengths

support

Tie one of the strings attached to the brick onto the

ring stand. Tie the 8" string to the ring stand and the

brick leaving a little slack in the string.

S. Grasp the lower string tied to the brick. Give a rapid,

strong pull on the string. Observe what happens.

6. Replace the broken string. Repeat several times to

determine whether the same thing happens each try,

7. Grasp the lower string tied to the brick. Give a slow,

steady pull on the string. Observe what happens.

8. Replace the broken string, Repeat several times to

determine whether the same thing happens each try.

9. &plain why different results are obtained in step 6

and step 8.



Concept #57

EXperience D:

.185.

Observing an effect of 'inertia

Materials needed:

deep upholstered armchair

What to do:

1. Have a child sit in the deep

2. Have the child rise from the
lifts himself more slowly at
end of the movement.

For discussion purposes only

upholstered armchair.

chair. Note whether he
the beginning or near the

Explain what force resists the movement.

4. Repeat the experience at the end of day.to

develop.an understanding of the effects'of fatigue

on an individual's movements.



For discussion-purposes only .186m

Experience E: Reviewing the blast.off time. of e: rocket

Materials needed:

Concept #57

reference materials, (replay of the broadoast of the
beginning of an astronaut's flight).

film, "Screen NM Digest No. 811 or a more xecont film
motion picture projector, 16 nun
projection screen

What to do:

I. nota recent film or listen to a rebroadcast of the
beginning .of arLastronautls flight.

Yt

2. Note the rocket seems to remain motionless for one or
two seconds after ignition. Observe whether the rocket

gains speed.

3. Explain how the observations are the result of forces
idlidliwast:be* overcome before movement is, possibles

4 Prepare an oral report explaining the observations for
the class. .



Concept #57
For discussion purposes on4

Experience Fs Finding, the direction of a'rtecket *affects .speed

1.

Materials needed:

wagon-.

ball
'catcher's mitt
globe, terrestrial
model rocket

".1 .

What to do:

Have a child wearing a catcher's mitt 'catch balls thrown

. by a child in "a wagon which. la being moved towards the

center.

Have the child throithe ball a.second time with the

same force from exactly the same distance as the wagon

is pulled away from the catcher.

3; OompatWthenspeed of the balloeactitime. &plain why

Via ball travels faster during one try.

4. Hold the model. of the rocket.on the globe. Turn the

globe from west to east.

5. Decide whether the rocket would travel faster if aimed

east or if aimed west.

6. &plain to the class the effect of the earth's rotation

and the rocket's direction on the speed of the rocket.



For'discusdion purposes only .188. Concept #57

Experience CI: Making a reaction engine

Materials needed:

carbon dioxide cartridge
firing pin for cartridge
wire, piano, length of room
paper clips, 2
string, 6 ", 2 pieces

What to do:

1, Fasten the piano wire to one wall of the room. Pull it

taut and fasten the other end to the opposite wall.

2. Loop the center of each string around the'cartridge and
tie it tightly; one near the nozzle and the other near
the opposite ;end,' Make a loose loop in each string by
tying the two. ends of the string together.

Push the two gaper clips onto the wire and attach them

to the loose loops on the cartridge.

Adjust the string and. paper clips so the cartridge hangs
horizontally near, one wall free from the wire and is
'aimed towards the.oppcisite wall.:.

Puncture the cartridge and observe what happens:,

6.. lExplain the observation. 'Compare the' method of propulsion

to the method used for rockets.



Concept #57
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Experience H: Making a simple reaction motor depending on a chemical reaction

Materials needed:

soda pop bottle
baking soda
vinegar
water
broom
cork, to fit bottle

waxed paper, 4" x 4"

string, 21 long, 2 pieces

chairs, 2
tablespoon

What to do:

1. Fill the bottle to a depth of 1" with water. Add vinegar

to increase the depth to li".

2. Place a tablespoon of.baking.soda on the waxed paper.

Roll the paper into a cylinder and twist each end closed.

Knot one end of, a string around each end of the bottle.

Place two chairs facing each other close enough to lay

one end of the broom on each chair seat.

5. Adjust the lengths of Vie strings to suspend the bottle

torizontally from the center of the broom.

6. Insert the rolled piece of the waxed paper containing

the baking soda into the bottle.

7. Cork the bottle tightly immediately. Observe what happens.

8. Explain the observations.

9. Apply the results to an explanation of the method used to

propel rockets.
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Experience I: ObserVing a reaction engine in operation

Materials needed:

dowel ,rods, in diameters 12" long

brace
bit, 1/4" diarileter
wood block, 8" x 8" x 1" thick

match
candle
tin,snips
tin can
nail, brad
thread
Washers, 6
knife

7.

Concept #57

small metal can, air-.
tight (tooth powder,
spice)

wire, 0"s 2 pieces

needle
cork
hammer
thumb tacks, 4
wood, blocks

2" x 3" 21:P thick
glue
pliers

What to do:

1. Drill a, l/4" 4016 through the center of the

Wood block,

8" x 8"

Force one dowel rod into the hole. Use glues if necessary,

to make sure the rod remains upright.

Cut a notch, 3/8" deep and 1/2" longrin the'denter of

the other dowel rod,

Cut a 1/14" wide strip, of metal from the tin can which

igivery slightly longer than 1/2". Push the metal strip

into the notch in the dowel rod.

Hold the poidt of the. brad in the center of the metal

strip. Tap the brad gently to Obtem a dent (dimple)

in the metal.

Tie the washers together in a loop of thread.

Push the needle through the cork so that the point

extends 1/4" beyond the cork. Use a hammer to drive
the needle through the bottom of the can near one edge.

8. Pull the needle out of the cork. Push the eye end of

the needle into the end of the dowel rod mounted in

the 8" x 8" wood block so that it points straight up.

9. Twist a 1/4" diameter loop into the center of each

length of wire.
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erience I (continued):

«191-* For discussion purpoies'only

10. Lay the can on its side. Wird the can so that the
needle hole is up. .lfrap,,each.end of the one wire
tim es around the can near one end. Wrap the*other wire
around the other end of the car.' .

. 41

Tie a loose loop of thread through the two small
loops of wire.

.

12. Push two thumb tacks) one near each end, _into the
side of the 2ff x 3" wood block. Push the other two
thumb' tacks into the other side opposite the.first
two tacks. 'Bast one free .end of the wires around each
thuMb. teak. Adjust the length of the "wires: so the can
hangs horizontally when suspended from the thread loop.

13. Light the candle. Drop hot wax.in the center of the
top of the small wood block. Extinguish the candle.
Place the bade.-of the candle in the wax and' hold it
steady until the wax hardeni.

, .
.

Place a teaspoonful of water in' the can. Close the can.

Rest the dent in the tree dowel rod on the point of the
needle". Hold, the rod to keep it from.,.

16, Hang the can, and candle from one end of the dowel rod.
Hang .the washers from' .the oppos ite end.

, , . 6

17. Move the washers along the length of the rod until the
rod, balances with the end supporting the can slightly,
lower thin the, horizontal.

_ ..
18. Push gently against the side 'of the dowel rod to be

sure it turns. smoothly. Stop the moving arm.

19. Light the candle. Observe what happens after the water
bigins to steam.

xPlain. how the resti.its illustrate the operation .of a
reaction motor such as found in rockets.
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Theperience J: Observing an example of the force created by rapid combustion

Materials needed.

corn starch
coffee can, 1 lb. size.
funnel, small, short stem
cake pan, about 811 x 8" -

oven . -

teaspoon
rubber hose, to fit tightly over stem of funnel'

about 2$ long
candle, 2P long
modeling clay
nails 6 pennyweight
hammer
metalworking file. (rasp)
books, about 12
match

What to do:

1. Pound the nail through the bottom of the coffee can

half way between the center and the side. Twist the

handle of the metal file into the hole to enlarge it

enough to allow the stem of the funnel to slip through

the hole.

2. Make two piles of books high enough to allow room under

the can for the stem of the funnel and the rubber tubing.

Support the can between the two piles of books.

3. Open the can. Slip the stem of the funnel through the
hole from the inside of the can.

1. Attach the rubber tubing to the funnel. ,Hold the clay

around the, stem of the funnel to make the' can airtight.

5. Use a small amount of modeling clay molding it around

the base of the candle to hold the candle upright in

the can.

6. Heat the oven to approximately 250° Fahrenheit. Place a

teaspoonful of corn starch in the cake pan. Jiggle the

pan to spread it over the entire surface. Place the pan

in the oven, continually shaking the pan, for a few

minutes to dry the corn starch. Remove the pan from the

oveniand turn off the oven.
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7. Place 1/2 teaspoon of dry corn starch in the funnel.

Light the candle.

Close the coffee can tightly. Puff air into the free

end of the rubber tubing.. Observe 'What happens.

9. &plain the observations. Relate the results to the

method of creating force in a rocket.
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Experience K: Discovering the relationship of gravity and,orbital velocity.

Materials needed:

phonograph turntable, 3 speed

plywood, 5/8" thick, circular, 12" max. diameter

dowel rods, 3/4" diameter, 4" long, 2

screw eyes, i" long, 2.

brace
bit, wood, 3/4" diameter
bit, wood, 1/4" diameter

spring scale
ball, 1/2" diameter, rubber

ball, 1" diameter, rubber
fish line, about .2 :feet

glue, casein type

What to do:

Drill a 1/4", diameter hole through each'dowel rod about

3/4" from one end.

Drill a 1/4" diameter hole 1/2" into the.opposite end of

one of the dowel rods.

Drill a 3/10 hole through the center of the plywood and

a. second 3/4" hole, 1/2" from the edge..

Insert the dowel rod with the two drill holes into the

,center hole oR the plywood with the hole drilled into

the end of the dowel rod on the underside so that the

phonograph spindle fits into this hole. Make sure .the

rod is vertical and 21ush to the bottom of the plywood.

Glue it in place.

5. Cut 12" of fish line. Knot one end of the string into

one screw eye.

6. Weigh each ball and record the weights.

7. Twist the screw eye into one of the rubber balls.

,8. Thread the fish line through the hole in;the upper end

of the'vertically mounted dowel. rod.

9. Attach this piece of fish line to the other ball using

the other screw eye.
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10. Start the phonograph turntable and'adjust the distance

of each ball so that they are extending straight out

as they rotate. Increase the 'spied of the turntable

if necessary.
5

11. Measure the distance of each ball from the center.

12. Compare the distances to the Weights of the balls.

13. Cut the fish line about 5" from the smaller ball.

14. Insert the other dowel rod into the hole in the side

of the circular piece of plywood, keeping the 1/4"

diameter hole drilled through thp dortel rod at the top.

15. Glue it in plaCe. Push the free end. of the fish line

attached to the smaller ball through the 1/4"' diameter

hole and tie the btll to this dowel rod,on the side of

the circular plywood. .

16. Start the record player at slow speed. .

17. Observe. the position of the ball.

18. Increase the speed of the-turntable and observe any

changes.

19. Repeat steps 15 to 18 using the larger ball.

20. Summarize the observations. 'Attempt to express the

results as a rule,

Note: An old phonograpk.recordmarbe.used in place.

of the circular plywood disc; hOweyervit.would not be

as thick and greater care maty'be required to. attach

the dowel rods. . . .
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Experience L: Demonstrating the relation of the orbital velocity to the

force which is acting to move the object away from the

center of revolution (Note: In this experience the

amount of stretch in the elastic string is used as a

quantitative measure of the force.)

Materials needed:

rubber balls attached to an elastic string - .(part of a

games made of paddle connected -to a. ball with a long

piece of elastic rubber string)

What to do:

1. Go out on the playground. Stand near a wall of the

school building which does not have windows.

Tie a small loop in the end of the elastic string

opposite to the ball. Insert a finger into the loop

and grasp the elastic string firmly.

3. Swing the ball slowly over the head in a horizontal

circle. Count and record the number of revolutions

in one minute.

I. Continue revolving the ball at the same speed and walk

towards the wall of the building until the ball just

touches the building on each revolution.

5. Mark your position on the ground so that it is possible

to measure the distance to the building when the

experience is completed.

6. Move away from the building. Swing the ball again in

a horizontal circle but this time swing it more rapidly.

Count and record the number of revolutions per minute.

Keep the ball revolving at the new speed., Move towards

the wall of the building again until:the ball just

touches it on each revolution.

8. Mark this second position on the ground.

9. Mbasure the radius of the circle made by the ball in

each trial.

10. Grasp a piece of the elastic string between each hand.

Pull your hands apart gently and observe. Pull your

hands on the elastic string apart more strongly and

observe.
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Experience L (continued):

11. Note that a gentle pull does not stretch the rubber

string as much as a strong pull.

12. Make a graph which relates the orbiting velocity

(number of revolutions in one minute) to the amount

of pull (length of the rubber string when stretched

which is 'measured by the radius of thecircle)

the two trials.

13. &plain how this illu4trates the faot that a more

swiftly orbiting object is able to pull harder against

the gravity of the earth.

14. .State the conclusion as a comparison of the orbital

speed to the amount of outward pull on the orbiting

ball.

3.3

I

es

Note: Satellites are sent into orbit at a speed

sufficient to balance the amount of the satellite's

fall towards the oenter. of the earth withthe force

of the. satellitels'trYingtp go in 'a straight line

'path which is tangential to the eatth.
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Concept #58 .. Space 'ships require many instruments to guide them.

Experience A:

*MI my so= 01.

Discovering that slight adjustments in the direction of

movement of rapidly moving vehicles produce the same

amount of change as greater adjustments on slowly moving

vehicles

Materials needed:

bicycle,
hill, gentle slope
hill, steep slope

What to do:

1. Ride the bicycle slowly down the 'gentle hill and rapidly

down the steep hill. Turn -the front wheel from side to

side during each ride.

Obierve how mmDh.the front wheel must be turned to make

a turn at each speed. Compare the amount the front

wheel must be turned to go around the same kind of

corner.

Use these observations to draw conclusions concerning

the size of fins and the amount of movement of these

fins which would be required to change the direction

of movement of a high speed rocket.
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erience B: Observing simple examples of a guidance system

Materials needed:

top
:bock
gyroacope

What to do:

1. Start a top spinning on the surface of a book.

2. Lift one side of the book slightly.

3. Observe whether the top continuoi-to spin straight

up and down or wheth.lr it tilts with the book.'

4. Start a toy gyroscope spinniag.

5. Move it to a different position and observe whether

it spins in a MI direction or if it continues

spinning in the same direction.

6. Explain why a gyroscope would be a:valuable instrument

to guide a space vehicle.
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Experience C: Discovering the importance of aim in reaching a moving object

Materials needed:

ball

What to do:

1. Go outside into the playground.

2. Throw a ball to a child.

3. Observe the direction that the ballA.s thrown.,

14. Have the child run as you throw the ball to him.

5. Observe whether the ball is thrown towards where he

is when it leaves your hands or towards where he will

-,bia when it reaches him.

Throw .the ball too. far in front of him or towards where

he is when the ball is released. Observe what happens.

Explain how this illustrates the problem of aiming a

space vehicle.

do
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EXperience.D: Experiencing*a problem related to a problem of space travel

Materials needed:

merry-go-round in a park playground
ball

What to do:

1. Have two children sit on opposite sides and play catch
with them.

2. .Start the merry-goround moving. Throw. the ball -to each
of the children. Have them throw the ball to each other.

Exchange positions and continue until each has had
experience throwing:

a, from a stationary.place to a moving place

b. from e.,% moving place to a stationary 'place.

a. from a moving place to another moving place

Compare the observations. Explain how": .this illustrates
some of the problems of aiming a rocket.
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erience E: Discovering a method of determining location in space

Materials needed:

balloons, 3

strings,. various.lengths, a.

Udder, about,V tall

What to do:

1. Blow up all three balloons. Knot the neck of each

. balloon. ,

2. Tie one end of a string..to..the knot in one balloon.

3. Hang the balloon from.the.ceiling.

1. Repeat steps 2 and 3 with the other balloons hanging

them from the ceiling, at different places and at different

heights around the room:

S.

5. Stand at one place in the room and draw a diagram of

the location of the balloons by making 3 dots on a piece

of paper.

6. Move to a different place. Draw a new diagram.

7. Lie down on the floor and diagram the balloon.

8. Stand on a ladder and diagram the balloons.

9. Compare the diagrams to see if they are identical.

10. Go back to each place in turn and make a new diagram.

11. Compare the two sets of diagrams. Discover whether

there are pairs of diagrams.

12. Explain how this method could be used to navigate in

space.
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Experience F: Classifying guidance and control equipment for space

vehicles

Materials needed:

reference materials (periodicals, encyclopedias)

pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult reference materials to find .out about the

instruments used to aims guide, and dontrol space

vehicles.

2. Group the instruments into two groups:

a. instruments in or on the 'space vehicle

b. instruments on earth

3 Indicate the purpose of each instrument :in azroup

beside its name.

4. Suggest reasons why all the equipment is not on the

space vehicle.
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Concept #59 . High speed in space travel is desirable to cover

great distances in a convenient time,

Experience A: Calculating the time required to travel to nearby planets

and to the nearest star

Materials needed:

charts "Some Astronomical Facts and Approximations for

Teachings" Appendix A
pencil
paper

What to do:

1. Consult the charts "Some Astronomical Facts and

Approximations for Teachings" to find the distance

from the sun to Mars and to Venus.

Calculate the distance from the earth to Mars and to

Venus by subtraction (assume the closest distance

between them).

Find the distance from the earth to the moon.

4. Assume a space vehicle can travel 25,000 miles in one

hour. Calculate the distance it could travel in one

day.

Calculate 'the number of days required to travel to
Nars, to Venus, and to the moon by dividing their

distance by the answer found in step 4.,

6. Use the distance to the nearest star calculated in

Experience B for Concept #6 to calculate the time
which would be required to go to the nearest star.

Repeat the experience assuming a speed of 500 miles

in one hour which is approximately the speed of some

commercial airplanes.

Explain why high speeds are very important for travel

in the universe.
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Q. Review of the Unit

Have the class view the instructional motion

picture film, "Research by Rockets" as a

review.

(Do not use this film with slower learners
since it is difficult.)
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VI. Suggestions for Construction Projects

Note: The construction projects are-not of much scientific value unless

they are done very carefully to scale, ,These, scale models are

good devices for motivating factual reading and close study of

illustrations and other visual materials. They arouse interest

and lead to creative thinking about the problems, inherent 'in

this unit. Mich of the actual work can be done in the activity

period or correlatedirith'art.

A. Space capsules d, rockets

1 Floor models can be constructed,out of large

carOboard cartons, such as those used bymoving

packers. These can be covered with brown paper

or corrugated paper to simulate metal and give

the illusion of a cylindrical shape.

Table models can be constructed out of cylindrical

cardboard cartons used for packing oatmeal. The

economy size is very good for this purpose. More

than one container Qan be utilized by removing

bottom from the additional cartons which then can

be placed on top and taped (masking tape) so all

the cartons are held together, /Three cartons can

be utilized for three stage rocketas,' Cartons

should be covered with brawn wrapping paper or

construction paper to simulate metal. Fins or

legs at the bottom can be made from oak tag or

construction paper with pliable wire (similar to

that used for wire sculpture) worked in to provide

strength for the fin frame, Pipe cleaners also

work here in place of wire.

Space Stations

1. A wheel shaped station can be constructed from

paper rolled and attached to a pliable wire

frame.

Cardboard cylinders used as found/01°n for wax

paper, Saran Wrap, or aluminum foil work very

well as construction material for a wheel shaped

space station model. Smaller cylindes.s from

toilet tissue rolls work very well for spokes of

the wheel.
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VI. Suggestions for Construction Projects (continued)

C. Dioramas

A cylindrical shape to gtve an interior view of
a Ship-can be attained by cutting an" oatmeal
carton lengthwise and fitting a half section
into a shoe box or other rectangular frame.

Furniture

Scale models of the furniture for the space
capsule, space staticns or' diorama can be
constrUcied-odt.of.toothpickt or matchsticks
glued together or molded clay,'ThSte'can be
CoVeredWithAiiaterial-scraps.

Astronauts

Scale models of the astronauts can be constructed
trim paper mache. The figures also can be made
from pipe cleaners.

ClothesrNalk
Clothes for the modeIs of the astronauts can be
made from material scraps, such as construction
paper-or crepe paper and/or aluminum foil.
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Branleys_Franklyn. riments in the Principles of Spaoe Travel. 195$&.
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.
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Coombs Chas. I. Rockets Missiles and Moons. 1957, William Morrow.
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earth's surface and what we may hope to discover when man reaches

the moon. The illustratiOns are good. The,reading level of this

book is grades 3
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This book is'hard reading, grades 7 9. The. print is small but

there are. good illuitrationS.

Crosby, Alexander L4 Rockets Into Space. 1959, ,Random House. This book
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into space, how space stations are built and what will be needed for

the first trip to the moon.

*This reference provides information which reviews many concepts on astronomy.
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C. Reference Books - (continued)
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print.
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a minimum of details.
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*Gallant, Roy A. Exploring the Universe. 1956, Garden City Books. This

book contains a good discussion of astronomy and fine illustrations.

The reading level is grades 5

*Goodwin, Hal. The Real Book About Stars. 1954, Garden City Books. This

is .a detailed book for youngsters about the astronomical bodies.

It contains very good charts of the moon and other objects. It has

a reading level of grades 5 . 8.

Holsaert, Eunice. .2oIssiast:122pitaltElla. 1959, Holt. This is

an easy book showing some of the basic facts and equipment for space.

Hyde, Margaret O. FA21211110.111hand Space. 1957, McGraw Hill.

This is a good book with a reading level of grades4 - 7.

Hyde, Ehrgaret O. Off Into Space. 1959, McGraw. This is an exciting

book for eight to twelve year olds who may be our future space

travelers.

Kay, Terence. are Volunteers. 1960, H er and Brothers, New' York.

This book contains interesting informa ion about research on

problems related to manned space travel.

Knight, Clayton. How and Why Wonder Book of Rockets and Missiles. 1960,

Merrill, pp. 37 - 46 contains excellent illustrations. This book

has a fairly difficult vocabulary. It covers space vehicles, problems

of man in space, space stations and space travel.

*This reference provides information which reviews many concepts on astronomy.
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C. Reference Books - (continued)

Lewellen, "-John You and S ace Neighbors. 1953, Alfred A. :Knopf.
This book is good or slow readers because of the fine' illustrationti7
but the information is not too .practical. Vocabulary As fairly

,

Lewellen, John. You and azice Travel. 19$8, Alfred A. Knopf. This book
has excellent illustrations arid is interesting and fairly intokmative
although it does not contain too much practical application. There
are "pictures for elowl.earners. but the text' is for goad readers..

Ley, Willy. Conquest of Space. rev. 1959, Simon & Schuster. This book
describes transcontinental rockets, the tOpography'Of.the moon the
major planets and their satellites and a prospective trip, to the moon.

Willy.Ley, WillY. Manuailade Satellites. 1957, 'Golden Press... This book predicts
methods of "launching and uses for manmade The book is:-
interesting because the child can make a comparison of the predictions
with actual events. .

Ley, Willy. S "ace" Pilots. 1957, Simon :& Schuster....This book discusses
the. prob ms of choosing and training men' for space travel. It 'hob
a readirig level range of grades 3 .9. 'It iivaluable. because of
the illustrations.

Ley, Willy: I Space- Stations. 1958, Simon & Schuster. This book tells how
apace, stations will be used for astronomical observations and as take-
off points for further space travel. Tt describes .how they will be
built, launched and "maintained in orbit. .

Ley, Willy. Space Travel. '1958, %Mon & Schuster. This book* predicts
rocket age and explains how man will escape from the atmosphere and
conquer open space. The suggested reading level.iistades 3 9.'

Meyer, Jerome. Picture' Book .of Astronomy. .19h5, .Lothrops Lee .& Shepard,
This is a s boolEMTteW, object;i116:tpace: and space Vehicles*.

Moore, Patrick. TheB2a1121354...2'Book of Space.' 19560/oy Publishers. This book
is interesting and Informative but requires :4good. reader. The
reading level is grades 7 U.

Neurath; Marie. Rockets and Jets. 1952, Lothrop, Lee and Shepard. This
book is valUMITEEaly for the illustrations of the principles of .

engines, rockets, and parachutes. . ,

Neurath, Marie. Speeding Jac* 19514 Lothrop, tee. and Shepard.
.This, book is, valliable mostly. for the. illuS4ations-Of space vehicle:3:-
and space stations. .
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Co Reference Books - (continued)

Newell, Homer E. Space Book for Young People. 1958, McGraw. This is

a good book on astronomy. It gives facts about spade, space travel,

rockets and satellites. It supplies the methematics necessary for

a ready understanding of space distances and rocket speeds.

Podendorf, Illa. True Book of Space. 1959, Children's Press. This book

discusses what is space, where is space, what is outer space, and

how and when a man will travel in space. It is a simple, easy book

on space ideas.

Pratt, Fletcher. All About Rockets and Jets, 1955, Random House. This is

a well illustrated book about the development and use of rockets and jets.

Pratt, Fletcher, et al. hik,E...._...botheMporByaceS). 1952, Random House.

This is a beautifully illustrated book with good text about a trip to

the moon. It is one of the very best on the subject but it is hard

reading.

Ross, Frank, Jr. saTTJatla2LATAIRA222121T2 1954, Lothrop, Lee and'

Shepard. This is a detailed book about the history of space travel

and modern problems on the subject. It contains interesting

historical photographs.

*Ruchlis, Hy. Orbit: A Picture Story of Force and Motion. 1958, Harper

and Brothers. This is a well written, illustrated book related to

flight and space which shows Newton's Laws of Motion in'action.

*White, Anne Terry. All About the Stars. 1953, Random House. This book

contains much information about astronomy and includes a chapter on

what life there may be on Mars. The reading level is grades 4 - 9.

The second experimental edition of the guide, Literature in the

Junior High School, contains a bibliography on pages 56 - 58 on
Irman's Invasion of Space." The bibliography intended for grade

nine children contains science information and science fiction

books. Contact the grade nine literature teacher in the nearest

junior high school to make arrangements to borrow the guide.

Note: Additional Space Travel information maybe secured by writing

the following:

National Aviation Education Council
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Washington 6,

National Aeronattics and Space Administration

Washington 25, D.C.

*This reference provides information which reviews many concepts on astronomy.
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FILMS

r.

Earth Satellited:
Explorers of Outer Space

EBF Color '- 17.irdn:

Excellent film, Covers application of natural laws in
putting Satellites into orbit (Sputnik I, Explorer I,
Vanguard, JuPiter): Good e.xplanation 'of balance between
cettifugal forCe and gravity: Information on tools
used by astronomers, first satellites, use of satellites,
training of men for space travel and building a space
station and space ship in spice, itself.

Gravity Coronet B/W 10 mill.

Well done simple. Covers -relationship of 'Mass tAd

distance to gravity. Some .rnention of space travel.

Man in Space 'Walt Disney - Color - 30 min.

EffeCiive presentation of man is problems and needs in
going. into 'spade. Holds child' en Is- irterest, stimulates
imagination and generally well done.

Mars and Beyond Walt Disney . COlor. 30 min.

:-1'ExoeIlent information on 'space ships, 'surface features
and possibility of life on Max's. BringS in contributions
of Galileo, Von Braun, Herschel and Copernicus. Has nigh
interest value for children.

Our Mk! Sun* N.W. Bell Telephone - Color - 60 min.

Long, but well done with Story narrative acted by

.Richard COmss in two reels, each apprOximateIy

30, minutes in length so could show first part, discuss;
then, go' on to 'second reel. Snows need. for sun for
.existence of life On earth.

Planets in Orbit* EBF B/w . 10 min.

Covers laws of Kepplon and other historical data in this
area (theories of Ptolemy, Copernicus, Keppler, Brahe).
Very good explanation of relationships in solar system
between sun and planets, how planets, rotate around sun,

'revolve on axis, etc. Shows how Galileo came to invent
the telescope, improvements made by Keppler rand gives
tableb for movements of the stars, moons and planets.

*This reference provides inforhation which reviews many concepts on astronomy.
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Films - (continued)

Realm of the Galaxies *

Educational Testing Service - Color 20 min.

Research by Rockets

Satellites:
Stepping Stones
to Space

Well done but for good students - would need, thorough

discussion following viewing. Covers corona of sun,

size of stars, development and use of different kinds

of telescopes, what the universe contains; shapes and

sizes of galaxies and how the observatory at Palomar

operates. Particularly good in showing operation of

modern observatory and work of astronomers.

McGraw Hill » Color - 27 min.

Research and power of rockets is stressed and their

functional application as devices to permit man to

extend his knowledge of his, planet and the cosmos

thematic. Difficult - use for summary activity.

,Film Associates of California - Color . 17 min.

Excellent coverage of what satellites are and why
they are important to us; shows instruments-carried,

in satellites and explains use of each with diagrams.

Describes haw Explorer I was put in,orbit,,,,why

satellites stayup. Holds interest and good for

elementary group.

The Solar Family* EBF . B/W - 10 min.

Describes theories about origins of the Solar syetem.

Vocabulary is quite; difficult so needs considerable

discussion. Shows size of planets and their orbits

around the sun. Also, portrays physical conditions
prObable on Mars and Saturn, the asteroid belt and
the orbit of Halley's comet.

The Solar System* Coronet - B/1 - 10 min.

Very good. Shows distance of planets from sun, relative

size of planets and sun and .how planets stay in orbit

around the sun.

A Trip to the
Moon EBF'. Color 16 min.

Describes the trip of an imaginary rocket to the moon.

High interest - facts necessary for navigation to moon

and know conditions of moon's surface.

*This reference provides information which will review maw, concepts on astronomy.
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VIII. SUMMARY LIST OF SUGGESTED EQUIP/ENT= SUP/ LIES

aeneroid barometer
alcohol lamp
aluminum foil
aluminum sheets
apple
aquarium
asbestos sheets
automobile
automobile tire

baking soda
ball
ball bearing
ball, sponge rubber, 1" diameter

balloon
barrel
bathroom scales
bead, white, small
beakers) 2S0 m
bearing,. steel ball

bicycle
bicycle tire pump
bit
bits, for metal
black coat
blindfolds
bolts, aluminum
board, shelf from bookcase
board, 3/4" x 3/ x 31, plywood

book
book, "Who's Who in Biological ScienCe"

book, "Whols Who in Physical Science"

book, "Who's Tiho in America"
bottle, smooth cylindrical shape, clear glass

bottle, tall, small mouth, with cap

brace
bricks
brick, heavy construction
broom
burette clamp

"C" clamp
cake pan
camera, with shutter speed of 1/100 seconds or faster

candle
cans, frozen juice
cardboard, 21 x 31
cardboard, corrugated

J
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carton, 12" x 18" approximitely

cartridge
cat fur, pieoe
catcher's mitt
chairs
chalk
chalkboard erasers
circular cardboard carton

(used for shipping dry chemicals)

clips, alligator
clippings
clock,
clocks with second hand
cloths large enough to cover clock

clothes hanger
clothes pins (not spring type)

clothing
coffee can
colored sticker
coleus plants
compasses
cornstarch
cork to fit bottle
cotton flannel board
crayons

deep armchair
desks
dish pan
ditto fluid can
doll, about 24"
dowel rods 1/2"
dowel rod, 1/4"
drill

with cover
long
diameter, 6" long
diameter, 12" long

electric fan
electromagnet
electroscope
eraser, rubber

firing pin for cartridge
fish lines 51 long
flashlight
flasks Florence 500 ml, Pyrex

flax
fork, metal
frying pan, cast iron, 10" diameter

frying pan, stainless steel, 10" diameter

funnel

',
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glass jar, wide mouth, one gallon

glass tubing
globe, terrestrial
glue
graph per
gymnasium mat
gyroscope

hack saw
hair pins
hammer
handkerchief
hardware cloth
hot pad or oven mitten

ice
ice cube

jar cap

knife
knife, switch

ladder, 51
large jar with cover
liquid petroleum burner

magazines, recent
magnets, bar, with different strengths

mail tube or other cylindrical object

marbles
marking pen
matches
meicine dropper
merry. -go -round in park playground

trtal working file (rasp)

milk
mirror, pocket sized
model rocket
model of a satellite
modeling clay
motion picture projector, 16 min

nail, brad
nails, finishing
needle
newspaper
newspapers, recent
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one hole rubber stopper

oven
overcoat

peints black
paper
paper clip
paper cups, cone shaped

paper fastener, 1/2"

paper sack
Park's Satellite Rocket
paste
pebbles
pen
pencil
pencils, colored
pennies
periodicals
physical features map of Minnesota

physical features map of the United States

phonograph turntable
pin
ping pong ball
plaster of Paris
pliers
pocket mirror
portable steamer
potato, very small
printed page from newspaper
projection screen
pulley
punk or twist of paper

rectangular iron support
reference materials (recent periodicals, textbooks, encyclopedias )

refrigerator
ring clamp
roller skate
rope, 6t long
rubber ball, attached to an elastic string

rubber band
rubber hose
rubber rod
ruler
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sand
sandpaper
scale model of a space capsule

scissors
scrapbook
scraps of wood, cloth, elastic, wire

screen, window about 6" x 18"

screw eyes
screw, round headed 1 /2" long

sheet of paper, 8" x 11"

shoe polish, black
sipper straw, paper or plastic

slide projector
small metal can (tooth powder, spice)

soda pop bottle
spring, from screen door

spring, scale
stick
stop watch
storage battery, 6 volt

stovepipe wire
string
student desk
swing

table
tape; collephane
tape, cellulose
tape, masking
tape masure
teaspoon
thermometer, Fahrenheit

thread
thumb tacks
tin can
tin snips
top
towels
transparent material (plastic sheets, cellophane, Saran Wrap)

triangular file

vinegar

wagon
washers, 1/2" inside diameter

watches
water
wax, ilSealstie
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weather balloons, 30" diameter

weight
wheat paste
white mouse
wire, copper #18

wire, heavy
wire, iron #18
wire, piano
wire gauze
wood bits, 9/16" and 18" diameter

wood block

yardstick
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Star

Sirius
Canopus
Alpha Centauri
Vega
Capella
Arcturus
Rigel
Procyon
Achernar
Beta Centauri
Altair
Betelgeuse
Alpha Crucis
Aldebaran
Pollux
Spica
Antares
Fomalhaut
Deneb
Regulus

MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Science Department

TWENTY STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE

(in order of brightness)

Distance in
Light Years

8.3
200

14.3

26
5o
140

600
10.4
70
90
16

300
100
60
32
200
400
24
400
bo

Constellations

Canis Major ("The Great Dog")

Argo ("The Ship")
Centaurus ("The Centaur")
Lyra ("The Lyre")
Auriga ("The Chariot")
Bootes ("The Herdsman")

Orion ("The Hunter")
Canis Minor ("The Little Dog")

Eridanus ("The River")
Centaurus("The Centaur")
Aquila ("The Eagle")
Orion ("The Hunter")
Crux ("The Cross")
Taurus ("The Bull")
Gemini ("The Wins")
Virgo ("The Virgin")
Scorpio ("The Scorpion")
Piscis Australis ("The Southern Fish")

Cygnus ("The Swan")
Leo ("The Lion")



MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Science Department. APPENDIX C

CHANGE OF WEIGHT WITH CHANGE OF DISTANCE FROM THE CENTER OF THE EARTH

This table assumes that a 100 pound boy on the surface
of the earth is 4,000 miles from the earthts center of

mass. The table also assumes-that, as the 100 pound
boy moves away from the earth, no other object exerts
a gravitational attraction on the boy.

Distance from center
of earth in miles Weight in pounds

4,000 = 100

5,000 m 64

6,000 = 44
7,000 = 33

8,000 = 25

9,000 = 20
10,000 = 16

12,000 a 10
616,000 = 3

20,000 = 4.0
30,000 = 1.8

40,000 = 1.o
50,00o = .64

6o,000 = .44
= .3370000

80,000 = .25

90,000 = .20

100,000 = .16

200,000 = ,04

300,00o a .018



I. Our Moon

A MATHEMATICAL COMPOISON OF THE EARTH'S NATURAL AND

PROPOSED ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES

From Sir Isaac Newton's third law of motion we learn that "to every

force or motion there is an equal and opposite force or motion." It

is believed that the reason any satellite stays in Its nearly circular

orbit, rotating around a planet, is because the gravitational force

Oa.) or centripetal force inward is exactly equal at all times to

the centrifugal force (C.F.) outward.

= C.F. = 1112V2

D2 (A)

where where

K = a constant M2 a mass of the moon

Mi = mass of the earth V = velocity of the moon

M2 = mass of the moon D a distance of moon's

D = distance between the center to center of

centers of the moon rotation (earth's

and earth center)
,

N

Earthk,..,

\\`

Cross multiply:

K 1/13 M2

D2

K Mi 142 D = M2 V2 D2

Divide both sides by M2D:

K Ml V2D or V2 = K

It V

D

(B)
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By this means we have excluded the weight of the moon from our equation.

From Newton's first law of motion we know that the gravitational force

(G.F.) on any body on the earthts surface is the product of its mass and

acceleration; G.F. m a. Substituting for G.F. in the left hand

equation (A) above, we have:

m a . K Ml 142

D4

Solving for K = a D2

We know that the acceleration "au of any freely falling body near the

surface of the earth is about 32 ft/sec /sec and D in this case is the

diameter of the earth or 4000 miles 415280.

Therefore Mil = 32 (400.5280)2

We now can substitute in equation,

(B) V2 = 32.(4000.5280)2
D

Since the distance, Do from the center of the moon to the center of the

earth averages about 61 times the radius of the earth, then D = 61.4000.5280.

Therefore V2 = 32.(4000.5280)2 = 32.4000.5280 a 11,080,000 = 11,08 x 106

6170-010213=

V = 11.08 x 106 = 3.3 x 103 or 3300 ft/sec.

Since we know the velocity, V, of the moon along its orbit and the axiom-

ference of the orbit, (2 r = 2 3.1416 61 4000 5280 = 8.1 x 109)

we can determine the time the moon requires to go around the orbit by,

circumference = Vt,
t = Cir = 8.1x109 = 2.43x10 seconds

V 3.3x103

which is 2.43 x 106 seconds = 675 hours or 675 = 28.2 days

2 4 674.-

0).



II. Proposed Artificial Satellite

As we look at equation (A) and/or (B) we can deduce that if an artificial

satellite is to be near enough to be observed from the earth, its

velocity will have to be much greater. As the value of D becomes smaller

the value of V must become larger.

Let us suppose we plan to project a satellite into an orbit at 300 miles

from the earth. Then D = 300 + 4000 = 4300 miles. When we introduce

this into the equation (B) we will have

V2 = 32 (4000.5280)2 = 32.40002 .5280 = 630 x 106

V = 630 x 106 = 25.1 x 103 = 25,100 ft/sec

Again calculating the time for rotation at this velocity

t = Cir = 2.3.1416.4300.5280 m x 106 = 5650 seconds or

V 25.1 x 103 25.1x103

5650 = 94 minutes
-613"

Any other height of satellite can be figured but it must be sufficient to

clear our mountains and of course air frictional heat might burn up a

very fast satellite.


